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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW
GREATEST
Theatrical Success Of Year
Is "Quo Vadis."
•
Nest Attraction In Lecture
Coune Is Hon. Alf
Taylor.
-4160) VIA*" whies will be produced
at the more ham sow is an of the
most peen beacon, popular tueOwilitil of
the year. he cambbiatioa of dramatic
ad amide moil gives it an unusual
Mots sessidateates. It has hese said
that Wilma Herren rit the idea for his
satedrams from the. b 'olt, .•teiso Veins."
U he did not he uertaialy came as seer
$ oertain et it. @puede as accident ever
Idioms. TM diarrery of the Roma
Lever of sh•Ohrtistan girl, in the house
ot the purism* be vane she has led
have the heti id Nis orawhiag Mare
MUM oillsoldleuese. though tbe /teat was
hitt oaf ot "The Sign of The Oros,"
sad tlie straggle between Ursa and tbe
bell was nos gives. The play. gee
Tadie he. doted a parallel with the
Harreee predation. The indicates that
esetiparisee Is sot feared, is sot la be
miedered at. Las platers play, aloes.
Qs° yamie be. an aireetivesese widish
usemery, at least, doss eel give to "The
Wes et Oho Orme" as a deans.
The met looters in tbe "Groupe of
Stare asesse, will be sae of Hon. Alf
Taylor, who will mese Nov. 27
Deriag the season of 1808-1900, Mr.
Twice delivered kis Maui* mailed
',batty sad Paris" in shoes sweaty-
dee Mass and towns of the South and
Southwest. mil Ms 'seem was se in-
seentaneme sad anivereal as to plane
his at aloe among the foremost Ameri-
cas platform entertainers. Odle for the
repalosies of due looters bare bean so
aimerOthil that Mr. Taylor bee derided
to present it dories the seam of 1900-
1901. "Paley and Pearls more than
a mere spesole. It la a beautiful prose
plena, eparkliag with mesaphor and al-
isgevy and simile. and effervesoens with
wit and kessor.
REMISED INS SON'S BODY.
lienesinsW Negro knells/ At Elkton
Swint Is Paws Meld.
new* hiders deny.
Ito *mew er Prate Warfield, the na-
pe who was Imaged Wednesday night
neer Mak retired Se allow she body
et Ms soli to be lams to his home. The
reinallos were boded in Hie potter's Said
yesterday, after the inquest of the Clor-
oaer's jury which brought in tbefollow-
fog riddles :
"We. the jury. And the body before
es Os he eat et Frame Wardeld.00kired.
amid that he oanie to his death by bang-
les at the heeds of anksowa party or
minim Tide October 18 1900. L. W.
Gletnen, Ferweite ; J. T. Page, W. H.
Iteasoll, A. 0. Orme, John W. Bran-
min, W. T. Uwe."
UNTO M MATRIMONY. -
Ilidthiskarg Casety Adam Weds A North
Christian Yeast Lady.
trma Irriday's daily.
Elsowl Graham and ltiss Fannie
likosbor were joins/ in menage last
eight M the hems of time bride sow
Johesse's Warr. in North Obsidian
am. HMIs* perterased the oeremony.
T'he bride is as,assomphelted sad peps-
ine poems lady. Mr. Graham le a pros--
ponies bestows Rae of Mahlenberg
sessey,
LOSE OUT FOR FRAUDS.
Cud lawed To Aleschars Of Denatratk
Chas AN Over The Gentry.
(*atrium i.e... K. Jones of W.+ [Mm
Mesas swim& emintitte, sad Wm. R.
flearet, prettiest of sie *Missal seseeth-
Ilse of Diesematio dohs. hays Wad
lie following tercels::
"Te Democratic Olobe i-la She free
esorolee et See right a suffrage lies Sko
sekly01 Me republic. Every patriot,
ewer, bosses nom Si ineeresSed Is pes-
simists We richest ail beserds. Will
you.lth.refeire, every man of you. please
report p-otspely to one of us every in-
stance 'loonies your knowledgs of any
allansipi to carols or isehetelste say vo-
kr by sly employer. tallsther • eisgle
jossm. • aseiparty. sowswasins. asd
Mbr attempted by threat, by the
Spilleno • of order. received conditioned
es She Mutton of bleKiniey or other-
wise. Every sorb oarer deserves,
like °se 
s
e so be 'a ve sad a vaga-
bond en the foes of the earth, and the
ipiphito eaght se haw who they are.
"JAMES K. JONIC9,
"WM. R. HEARS?."
- 
.1•111.-40. 
-
PINMUNI DRINKS.
does Moeda" kaihr.
Prank Mollimghay, solaced. wee sent
15th. workhorses this morning for 51
Hips for seniag whisky on Sunday.
Will Hughes, colored, is In the work-
house one peedred days and Willtato
flugineburg. a while son, Ilftuone
Wye for dollar Wham When Hwy
111.1044. title lono Hwy will be turned
ON to the Sadie smoke of federal
slime*
MUM Al ME NE.
Dr. John D Oleo* led Be.. Jac. B.
Allanovrawb will speak at Poi Des Fri-
day stabs. Oct. 26, le the lamed of the
Demeeralio party.
SAVE YOUR BOLES by having them
sepoired al am. Our work is first oleos
Is every roma& Clive us a trial.
JILIPP MOBILUI.
alsworSI Over
I.
*sw.psn,
ELOPED
From Howell And Were
United In Wedlock.
Clarksville Wants An Au-
ditorium—A New Bus-
iness Enterprise.
From roday 'a
H. T. (Jumble and Mtes 'Mamie Nixon
of Howell, South Christian, were mar-
ried yesterday morning in the Studio
Grand by 'Squire Z mhet Smith, in the
proses*. of slew wil beiges
The groom is eale nineteen years of
age, and the bride hi two years yenuger.
They left How" Wednesday night in a
carriage, acoomakeied by Mies Lou Staf-
ford and Ed. Regale, and drove all
night,' resoling Clarksville at early
dawn. Theft their corneae
tessiiiiitif, sod seisted tie
return trip.
— -
A movement is on foot among the
leading Mamma of Clarksville, to build
a large audisorium, capable of seating
2.000 people. The plans hive not been
metered as yet, but they contemplate
placing the audttorium in the rear of
several businese stands, which are to be
Included under tee same roof.
•
ClarksvUle bas • new manufacturing
ladasery in the shape of a wire spring
faceory. It belongs to B Freeman &
Sou, who have just _moved there from
Merino, Ky.
BRANCH HOUSE IN PEMBROKE.
Mr. A. E. WhIttlinere Will Operate A
Trading Stamp Store.
Mr. A. E. Whittimore, the genial
"Red Trading Stamp" man, will open a
bran.* hoses in Prinbroke
He hew engaged gantlets end will dl..
play some of the biennial presents
which he gives away for trading stamp'.
Kr. Whittimore has built up a large
sad payiug business in Hopkinsville by
his honest and progressive business
methods, and Seeding stamps have evi-
dently come to stay.
Peusbruke people are to be congratu-
lated on having his branch house
HAS RESIGNED.
Mr. Joe P. P'Pool has resigned his
plies with the Racket store.
WILL SPEAK HERE.
The Hon. A. D. Moore will address
the voters of Obrietian county al the
court house Oct. 27.
MRS. LORHORNE BETTER.
Mrr. B. F. Lorhorne, who has been
very ill at the home of her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. N. Zimmer, is much better.
PNEUMONIA
Caused Rudolph Steinha-
gen's Death in New York.
•
Ruioleh Steinlisgen died Sunday in
New York after a very short illness.
The *booking pews was received by his
parents, Prof. and Mee. R. T. Steinba-
gen, yesterday afternoon. Only a few
days before they heard from their
daughter, Hiss Rosa, who bad been vis-
iting him, that his health bad never
been better, and they were looking for-
ward to a happy family reunion during
the Obristates holidays.
Mr. Seeiebagen was twenty-eight
years old. Hie childhood and early
manhood were .pent in Hnpkinsville.
Ho Widen working when twelve years
old and oontinned without interruption
to Use nine of his death. Meier the
late" Lucien Joliet, and more reoently
wish Forbes & Bro., he received oel-
lass traiseng. During the last seven
years he had lived successively in Oin-
Monate Paduciali, Memphis, Atlanta
and New York, each change of resi-
dence marling a business promotion.
For &bone see year before bis death he
held a lucrative and responsible position
in a large steel brokerage establish-
meet and had excellens picrepects of
soon beteg made a partner in the con-
certi
Fall particueir- ,f his death are not
now known. Ttie Snot telegram reoeiv•
ed yesterday was from the New York
HOSpItAl nl stated that Mr. Steiuhagen
we, there «.-rionily ill of pneumonia.
An hour later another dispatch an-
O01.1not 111.1 (froth.
•
AWARDEO UM DAMAGES.
In the 1.11.1 of J. 8. Sall against T. H.
Joiner for penenal demagee for alleged
false a , plaintiff was awarded
$600 ti•turciAy lii the circuit court.
MR. WILL CARTER DEAD.
Mr. William Oarter, a prosperous and
highly ;bought of Mt sin of the Pem-
broke vicinity, filed Saturday afternoon.
Perieoniiim teased death
Mr. Carter warn a son of Mr. A. le
Caner, and we. a young man of line In.
telnirenee and Integrity. He testes a
wife and Reverie children.
Funeral serveres will be held this af-
ternoon.
VENERABLE LADY PASSES AWAY.
Mrs. Nee,' Olark, aged seventy-sight
yeses, the estimable wino r of the late
Joab 0 Clark, one of the most promi-
nent citizen in Obriation county, died
Sunday night at 9 o'ck cc, at her home
in Crofton. She was one of the most
beloved ladies in North Christian and
her death cause getieral sorrow.
MEETING
With Favor In All Parts!
Of County.
Good Roads rlovement
1101 IX8 VILLE, ORRIST1AN COUNT! KENTUCKY FRIDAY, OCT.: 90 1900.
YOUTS Y SENTENCED TO
IMPRISONMENT FOR LIFE.
Jury At Nine O'Clock Saturd
Returned Verdict Of Ou
Will Carry If People
Do Their Duty. 1PRISONER IS BETTER.
The tunipikequestion is meeting with
favorin every direction and from all
sides. There is every indication ot the
awakening cf the people on the subject;
once awakened, there can be no doubt
of their action ou a polio/ that means
the greatest possible berme's, with so-
Sully, no cost
No man should be too bogy to fail to
devote part of his time in the interest of
good roads. Now ill Use time to put for
ward every possible effort on the part of
fray ess. De wit sags* Immo ow elm
to do the work and for the blessings to
fall, but work as if the whole thing de-
pended on you u it really does.
This is the last time the tree turnpike
matter will come before you, if you oar
ry it, the benefits to you and all the
county are untold, but if not, no other
effete will be made in the near future,
and you will have to content yourself
with the fearful disadvantages we are
now laboring under, a shrinkage of bust-
Dew a constant struggle to make euds
meet, and all the other ills that result
from toll gates (Ohinme Wallet and im-
passible roads too nuwerocia to mention.
let up to you.
ORACEY HUNTING CLUB
Will Speed fwe Weeks Hentieg Bear
sad Deer.
The Graoey Hunting Club will leave
after the election for Arkansas In spend
Iwo weeks deer and beat. hunting on
White river Among the hunters will
be:
John D. Shaw, Andrew Harris, Doss
Harris, Rich Morgan, and T. H. Fuqua
of Trigg county; J. J. Reed. R. El. Ba-
ker, Ghp Watkins, Jack Wall, Bud
Hammond, Look Humphries,pf Gracey.
Louis U. Wood, and Henry Bennet of
Olarksville, and Bill Read, of Pon-
broke.
ELECTION NOTICE.
Pursuant to an order of the Christian
Comity Court made at its May term,
19(a), so me, directed and certified by Jno
r. Prow.e clerk of said court a poll will
be opened at the different voting pieces
in Um county on the regular erection
day, Tuesday, Nov 6t, 1900, between
the voting noun as provided by law to
take the souse of the qualified •oters of
this county On the proposition to have
tree turnpike roads in this minty. The
said order is as follows:
Mate of Kentucky i May term 1900
Christian 0ounty Court i May 7th, 1900.
In the master of pennon for
election to secure free turn- Order.
pikes in Christian County. (
This clay the petition filed herein dur-
ing the lees April term of this court,
came on again and was duly considered
by the court, and it eppearing that the
seed position has been signed by the
requisite number of legal voters of Chris
tutu County, that is to say • number of
such voters equal to fifteen per oeut. of
the vote oast in said county as the last
proceeding general or county election
and the petitioners have paid into court
a sufficient amount of money So pay for
the orders, printing, advertising and all
other necessaly expenses and the court
being in all rupees. fully advised, and
in parsuenot of the requirements of the
Statutes in snob oases made and pro-
vided, it is now ordered that an election
be held in Obristian County as the regu-
lar election tim the mouth of November
next, after the date of tins order, to take
the mime of the qualdied voters of this
ceunsy, upon the proposition to have
free turnpike roads in said county, as
rsqueeed in the said petition, and the
sheriff of Ohristiau County is directed
to open a poll at each and all the voting
precincts in said couuty for the purpose
of taking the sense of the qualified vot-
ers of said comity on the said proposi-
tion
The clerk of this court is hereby Or-
dered and directed to give to the Sheriff
of this county a certified copy of this or•
der, within five days after the making
of same en the Order Book as entered
Shim day, and the Sheriff is ordered and
directed to have same published in some
weekly paper published in this county
for at least thirty days prior to the elee-
tion,and also to advertise same by print
ed hand bille posted in at least four con-
spicuous places in each voting precinct
in this county for the same length of
time before the election.
The election shall be held in all re-
spects in accordance with the provisions
of the general election laws of ibis etate
and the question submitted the °leek
shall cause to be printed on the ballot
ea provided for in the general els lion
law, Section 1459 of the lien.urky Stat-
ute", add the act of the General Assem-
bly of Kentucky entitled 'Au art to
provide Free Turnpike ad Gravel
Read.," approved March 17,1, 189Il.
J. J. BARNES. 8. 0 o.
September 17, 19CO.
ELECTION NOTICE.
Pursuant to an order of tbe Ohristian
Cleanly Finest court to me, directed and
duly certified by John P. Prowse, clerk
of said oourt, a poll will be opened at
the different voting places in Christian
county at the regular elution on Tues-
day, Nov. 5, 1900 between the hours for
voting as provided by law, for the pur-
pose of taking the sense of the qualified
voters of the county epee the proposi-
tion wbether or not they are in favor of
issuing bonds for the purchase, building
and maintenance of turnpike roads in
the county free of toll to the traveling
public Said order is as follow.:
"State of Kentucky, Ohrtetian county
Fenced court. April term, 1900, May 5th,
1900
In the matter of an election to secure
free turnpikes in Chrietian county, in
Kentucky
On mot:on. it is hereby ordered that
the various pens in Christian county be
opened at the next regular election in
this county to wit; On the 6th day of
November, 1900, for the purpose of tak-
ing the sense of tee qualified voters of
said county upon the propasehin,whete.
er or ant they are in favor of issuing
bonds Purchase, building and
tnaio lm hetsoantoeof turopike roads in this
county, free of boll to the traveling pub.
lie And J J. Barns., the sheriff of
this county, is hereby ordered and di-
rected so advertiee said election and the
objectl thereof, for a period of at least
thirty days next before the ceer thereof
In POMP newspaper haying the largest
circulation in this county sed also he
printed hand bills potted te sr not less
than four public planes •h voting
precinct in this county and at the court
boner door.
The ayee and nays being nailed the
detailed vote is as follows, to wit:
Aye.:
Buckner
T H. Major, 
NJ aFy. :1 exon ,
GW L Parker. 
H . O FHaeliseira,y,"
H. 13 Cliark,
B FW R Long,
flut 17, !live.
dlivr,w4t. J. J. BARNES, 8. 0, a
Speech Of Commonwealth
Attorney Brought
Tears To Many
Eyes.
(SPECIAL TO WSW ER
GEORGE "'OWN, Ky.,03t. let-Henry
E. Yontsey is guilty.
Thesis Ike vardietef thq twelve good
men and true who beard all the evi-
dence in the case, and carefully delibe-
rated before arriving at a decision.
His punishment wea fixed at a life
sentence in the State prison.
Many people had expected. that he
would be condemned to die upon the
soaffold. but the jury evidently believed
him to have been the tool of others, and
not as guilty so those whose bidding he
obeyed.
When the court met at 8:30 last night
theloase was formally submitted to them.
The judge told them they could use
their own plepeure about eteicidering the
cue then or this morning! They decid-
ed to take the papers to their rooms end
report back at 9 o'clock this morning
and they were sent to their boarding-
house with that understanding.
Yontsey's condition last night was
better than the day before. He bas
tairen nourishment without trouble and
physicians say his temperature, pulse
and respiration were normal.
Ool Nelson began his apeenli at nine
o'olock this morning.
He said the belief existed that juries
are being packed iii Op..) cues, for the
defendant had been unable to secure a
juror of his own political faith to sit hi
his case.
Continuing, N.-.1.011 asked the
Oomnionwealthe Attorney whether be
wool(' ask that Youtsey b3 triee for
firing the shot or for siding and abetting
the firing.
"I will leave that for the jury to de-
termine," responded Franklin.
In referring to Youtsey's present phy-
Out condition he said he felt like ask-
ing:
"Can a dead man have a fair trial es
guaranteed by the Constitution: that
Youtsey is to all intents and purposes of
this trial a dead man."
Be said Yontsey had a right to defend
the executive building if it had been at-
tacked and his having a ran on Jan. 37,
was not suspicions because every other
man in the buildieg wei• slimed at that
time.
Oautrill on
Askew, of
affected.
He moored exCetiv. Taylor, saying it he
ad two sparks of courage he would re-
turn here and help Youtsey out of this
trouble, if any of the witnesses' had lied
on Youtsey ; that if Taylor had even
one spark of manhood he would now
commit suicide under the whip of his
conscience.
He fitted all the testimony together
Oontinuing he said the testimony
plainly showed that Youtsey was not
even in oontsmplatton of asiy crime and
that Jot, i Ricketts' story that Youtery
took twelve or fifteen men into the hall
and 'tenoned them there shortly before
the shooting was completely dserroyeri.
Ool. Nelson Mak up all the testimony
and commented on it in detail. He
spoke for five hours and did not con-
clude till after 2 p. m.
Oommonwealth's Attorney Franklin
began his epee* at x :30 yesterday af-
ternoon and spoke till 7 o'clock. Hill
eloquence at times was thrilling and he
brought sobs or tears to all, even Judge
the bench, and Judge
the defenve, being visibly
A PROMINENT LADY
Speaks in Highest Terms of
reruns as a Catarrh Cure.
Mrs. MA. Theatre, member Rebecca
Lodge, Iola Lodge; also member of
Woman'. Relief Corps, writes the fol-
lowing letter from 1.818 Jackson street
ilinnespolls, Minn.:
1 5. 
Pa
Mn. ML. Theatre, Minneapolis, Maim
!mina Medicine Co, Columbus, 0.
Gentlemen e-'As a remedy for catarrh
I can cheerfully recommend reruns. I
have been troubled with chronic catarrh
for ovate: year.. I had tried several
remedies without relief. A lodge friend
advised me to try reruns, and I began to
use it faithfully before each meal. Mince
then I have always kept it in the house.
I am now in better health than I have
been in over twenty years, and I feel
sure my catarrh is pernistiently cured."
reruns cures clirrh wherever least-
ed. As soon as Parana removes sys-
temic catarrh the digestion becomes
good, nerves strong, and trouble van-
ishes. renms strengthens weak nerves,
not by temporarily stimulating them,
but by removing the canoe of weak
nerves-systemic catarrh. This is the
only cure that lasts. Remove the camel
nature will do the rest. reruns removes
the cause. Address Tko Peruse Mod&
des Company, Columbus, Ohio, tar a
kook treating of °Akita, ie Its Ins&
eat phases mod stages, mIte a hook
entitled “lioaftli and Boestr," won
especially ter wawa.
ELECTION 'ARRANGEMENT
Bill Was Passed By Both Of Ballot For November
Houses. Election.
Would Now Be In
Effect.
.[SPXCIAl. TO NEW lEit•. j
FRANKFORT, Ky., Oct. 22.-
The Kentucky legislature Saturday
passed House Bill 18, the new election
bill, by a unanimous vote in the hone.
and a vote of 131 to 4 in the senate. The
bill will be enrolled today, signed by the
residivg officers and sent to the gov-
ernor, who has ten days in which to
consider it.
The new law contains the following
provisions:
"A state board of three members, the
umpire to be the clerk of the oourt of
appeals, si d one Democrat and one Re-
publican to be aPpeiuted by the govern-
or, on the recommendation of the Mate
central committee of the two respective
politioal parties.
"Oonnty boards la oonsist• of three
members, the umpire to be the sheriff
of the conotee or the eecuit clerk in
et:unties having no sheriff, and the two
members to be appointed by the state
board from lists of five names each sub-
mitted by tbe regularly reciogn• zed coun-
ty committee of the two political parties.
"An equal division of the election of-
ficers to be appointed by the county
boards from list, of eight submitted by
the county committees of the two lead.
ing political per tie*.
"No election officers to be
within five days of an election.
The measure it substantially She same
measure which the Democrat. of the
house -includioe the Brown Democrats
-passed some time ago, except that the
sheriff of each county is made the urn
pire on the county board. The bid
might have been enacted into a law in
time to become operative at the ap
preaching election but for the captious
opposition ohRepublicans and Brown
Democrats in the senate, who, bolding a
majority in that body, insisted upon nu
melons minor amendments, only to
abandon them after they had served the
purpose of obstructing the paesage of an
election bill until too late to make a new
law operative at the November election
Had these senators done ten days be two
weeks ago what they have now done,
the election to beheld next mouth would
have been conducted under the new law.
MEANS—NEWMAN.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. !lawman
bay. announced the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Charlotte A. Newman,
to Mr. Harry L. Means. This' will be a
pleasant bit of news to tome eociety in
which both of the young people are
prominent.
Miss Newman is one of Louisville's
very attractive girls, and Mr. Means
who came here several years ago from
Ohristian county, is a well-known law.
yen and former newspaper man.
No arrangements have been made for
the wedding other than that It will be
quietly eolemniz el at the home of the
bride's parents early in the winter -
()wirier-Journal.
GO TO WORK.
Begin now apd work with might and
main for free turnpikes 00 STOTy road
and never let up until the evening
shades of election day falls on a people
at last emancipated from the curse of
many years.
HOT WEATHER and tender feet are
two tough problem, We can't regulate
the weather but we can snake you a pair
of light and easy shoes which will be a
pleasure to you.
JEFF MORRIS.
dtn&s.erst. Over Clark's
y Morning
31.
and told the jury this all those things
testified to could nee have been booideu-
tal. He said if Arlene Goebel had told
an untruth at to what Youtsey told
him, then Arthur Goebel was a worse
man than the one who assassinated
William Goebel. He cited many inci-
dents as told by other witnesses that
corroborated what Yostiery toldeGoebel
and said ex-Gov Bradley's absence as a
witness prantioally corroborated rue
ton's testimony as to Youteey, for i
Outten did not have the Salk with Brad-
ley, then he ought IOU willing to go •
thousand mile. to confound Onlion and
save Yonne" front dune.
Al 7 o'clock inure adjourned till 8:30,
when the case was formally given to
tbe jury by the judge
Judge °ensign suspended sentence
until February. Youtsey WAS ordered
back to the Frankfort jell. He will be
taken theie this evening.
NAILS CAMPAIGN LIE.
Hos. Proctor Ksett Saps Re h Per
Sedans.
Judge Late Pence, of Lebanon, Ky,
writes the Lout s•ille Times
I bat t h e statement I n a Re
publican newspaper that the Hon. J.
Praetor Knott would support Yorkes is
a falsehood. Judge Pence says that Mr
J. U. Knott, of Marion, has received
the following telegram from Go •
Knoll:
"J. M. Knott, Marion National Bank,
.Lebanon, Ky : I will Tote for Beck
ham, of course. Never bad any other
intention • Any report to the contrery
I. unfounded and false He is my rela-
tive and friend--honest, capable, and
faithful to the constitution.
"J Proctor Knott,
"Daterille, Ky , Oct 18 "
SHERMAN
Died Monday After Pro-
tracted Illness.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, D. 0., Oot. 22.-
Former Secretary of State John Sher-
man died at 7 o'clock this morning after
a lingering Mame. The body will be
taken to Mansfield, 0., for interment
He wee born May 10, 18211 in Lancas-
ter, 0. His father died when he was
six years old and he wan adopted by a
relative at Mount Vernon, Ohio When
he was twelve years cld his sister took
charge of him and he WES educated in a
school at Lancaster. He studied Ian
for ten years in Mansfield where he
married in 1848. In 1866 he was elected
to the thirty-fourth congress in the in-
terest of the Free-Soil party and was
re elected to the thirty-fifth and thirty.
sixth congresses He became a power
in matters affecitiog finance He was
again elected to Congress in 1860 and in
the eillowing year was t hoten to the
United States Senate, where he at once
became, leader.
In March 1877, Senator Sherman
wee appointed Secretary of the Treat
nry, a position which he retained until
1861, when he re-entered the Senate
and was re-elected in 1887 and in 18113
de was prominent candidate for the
Republican prosidentlal nctuinatein us
1880 and 1888. He was appointed by
President McKinley to the position of
Secretary of State, but resigned at the
beginning of the Spanish American.
peRSONAL NOTeS.
rom Monday's daily.
Mr. Ellis Oottrell, of Madisonville,
spent yesterday in the lit).
Mrs Henry Frankel returned flow
Nashville last night
John Owsley has ref nrund rro,n Lou.
Him Jessie Fay Hoge leaves todsy
for Hopkinsville. Ky , where she win
vent two weeks.-Naseviiie Banner
Mr. Will P. Winfree, of K atingle°
spent Sunday in the city.
Mr. Gentry Hillman left for Bumming.
ham, Ala., this morning.
From Saturday's
Dr. J. D. Olardy, of Newstead, is in
the oily.
Guy M. Doane, of Owensboro, is in
the city,
Mr. and Mr.. J. 8. Frits have been in
Nashville this week.
Miss Frances Morton will leave this
afternoon for Memphis.
Masers. Sam Frankel, S. U. Woold-
ridge, S J. Samuel and Frank Baker,
have returned from Nashville.
Mrs. Harry Montgomery, who has
been visiting her father, Mr. Joseph 0.
Wooldridge, returned to Georgetown
today.
Mrs. Jennie Jones, of Madisonville.
who has been •leiting In the oily several
days, left yesterday to visit relatives to
Oadlz
Miss Ellett Young, who la visiting In
Corydon, was the goat of honor at an
elegant reception given Tbursday after-
noon and evening by Mrs. 0. L. King
and Mr.. Maude Cook
IT Will SURPRISE YOU-TAT IT
It is the medicine above sii others fir
osterrh and is viorth Mgt I in got ;
Ely's Cream Balm does all that isolain•
ed for it -B. W. Sperry, Hantore,
Goan.
My son woe 'sheeted with oatarrh He
used Ely's Oream Balm and the dis-
agreeable catarrh all left him --.1 0.
Olmetead, Arcola,
The balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 60c or
mailed by Ely Brothers, 68 Warren St,
New York.
W. T.
COOPER,
FINE
CANDIES!
County Cltrk Prowse Re-
ceives Notice From the
Secretary Of State.
County owlet Prowse has :waived an
official note* from 0. Brock Hill, secre-
tary of mete, certifying to him the ar-
rangement on the ballots of the party
devices and tickets.
They are as follows: Demoorses, uu•
der a rooster in the sot of crowing; Re-
publicises, nadir log cabin; Populists,
under plow and hammer;
ha, under Occult ; itootal 1., tor, under
arm and hammer; Social Democrats,
under arm holding torch alt.
Just under each davit* r immedi-
ately preceding the ticket i be a cre-
ole one Web in diameter .11 which she
voter must stamp, if he te sires to vote
the straight ticket.
The devices will not be enclosed in a
equate as heretofore.
The attorney general has ruled that
the centre°t for furnishing the ballot
papei to the seeretery of state goes to
the company which bus the contract for
furnishing paper to the state for public
documents. This is the Diem & Wing
Paper (tympany of Oinoinnati. The Or-
der is for eho,eoo 'beets of white pal:Nie l
Verge eighty pounds to the ream. it I
will weigh 56.000 pounds, and the con-
tractor receives four cents per pound fdr
it.
The compsny has been notified So be-
gin shipping the paper at once,
A Republican exohange says that
Yerkes I. going to surprise some people
by his ram for the Kentucky governor- .
ship. He has already done that; infect
his friends were never so shockingly
surprised as they wore when they learn-
ed that he was (Meg to make the
rue on a platform indarving Taylor-
Lexington Democrat
DEATH OF A CHILD.
From Monday's daily.
William, the bright little eight yea:s-
old sou of Mr. and Mr.. James Phelps,
died unexpectedly this morning. The
child was taken di Saturday, but hie
uondition did not warresil alarm until
this morning. A physician was hastily
summoned but before he could arrive
the boy well dead.
IT'S UP TO YOU.
Christian county, naturally 000 of the
grandest counties in the state, almost
stands alone among hie slaters with the
barbarous system of toll gates and
frightful roads, By
le-xt election you can
a shameful condition
and yourself benefits
ly dream of
 
.—essee
CALL and see samples of our made 
. bests wbat you eat and allows you to
to-order shoes and repair work of alll eat all the 
good
 food you want. It red himself mistaken if Bryan is elected.
kinds, 
.4105117 COM la01011Ch troubles. Bold by Of COWS*, if Mail') lay wins, nothing
I B.C.Hardwick.
JEFF MORRIS else is to be expected
your vote at the
tree her from such
and beget for her I
that you can hard-
WILD WITH ECZEMA
And Other Itching Burning
ScalY Eruptions with
Loss of Hair.
Speedy Cure Treatment $1.25.
Bathe the affected parts with Hot Water and Cuticura Soap, to della*
the surface of crusts and scales, and soieen the thkicened e"-
Dry, without hard rubbing, and apply Cuticnra Ointment freely, tic
allay itching, irritation, and inflammation, and soothe and heed, Mid
lastly, take Cuticurs leesolvent, to cool and cleanse the bleed- A
single set (price, $1.25 1.3 often sufficient to cure the meet tattiorksg,
disfiguring, and humiliating skin, scalp, and blond hums. with less
of hair, when all else fails.
This sweet and wholeemne-trestment affords instant relief, permits
rest and sleep in the severest forms of eczema and other itching,
burning, and scaly humors of the skin, scalp, sad blood, and points to
a speedy, permanent, and economical eure when all other remedies fail..
The agonizing itching and burning of the skin, se in eczema; the
frightful scaling, as in peoriabis ; the loss of hair and crusting of the
scalp, se in walled head ; the facial 'disfigurement, as in pimples and
ringworms; the awful suffering of infants and the anxiety of worn-out
parents, as in milk crust, teller, and salt rheum — all demand a remedy
of almost superhuman virtues to successfully cope with them. That
CuriciAta remedies are such stands proven beyond all doubt. No
stateent is made regarding theni that is not justified by the streogest
evidence. The purity and sweetness, the power to afford immediate
relief, the certainty of speedy and permanent cure, the absolute safety
and great economy, have made them the standard skin cures and
humor remedies of the civilized world.
Pam!, Tat Ser. 51.26; nousisttne of C SOAP. VAC., CIVele014
con.' ItitsoLvErrr. W.. 5Id ttroughout Lin. world. POTella DEM 4112 Onandersee.=
Props., Boston. " !Inn to Cure Every !tumor." free.
— -
THE SMITH pfewn TYPEWRIT
219 First st., EVANSVILLE, IND.
ROUNDS OF FURNITURE
One tor SHOW and the other for WEAR. We
combine the two by adopting the most graceful and
artistic styles to articles of every use. Hence our
Furniture is alwas artistic as well as durable. Out
Undertaking Department is up-to-date in every par
ticular.
Kitchen & Wal er
MAIN ST.- HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
I.
Millioas will be spent in politics this
year. We can't keep the campaign go-
ing without:mocey any more than we
can keep the body vigorous without
I Mr. Marburg, one of the tobacco trust
magnates, has announced in a speech
under Republicen suspicion, that the
trusts have come to stay and that Mors
will be no further USP for the cominent-
food. Dyspeptics used to starve them-
selves. Now Kodol Dyspepsia Cure di-
dal traveler. Mr Marburg may And
EMINSIGIRIEEWAIIMMTiza
Speaking of
Warm Numbers
Reminds us to call your attPn
tion to our long hot line of
SttiMMIMM??????ItiMntffirnifittirtrtMte
HEATING STCVES.
MUUauM
ROUND OAKS,
Wilson's Heaters
and Vulcan Jeweils.
A Curiosity in Stoves
Is our air-tight WOOD HEATER. Consuming its own
ashes and requiring no kindling. Burns one green
stick at a time. Politics is hot now but that's all over
early in November. Then you'll need a red hot stove
to sit down by to figure up how it happened. We've
got just that. Yours for Comforb,
Forbes 3; Bro.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
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HE NEW ERA
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MITI IMO, Preside&
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Chborlst 000ge-Pizot Header 1.3..e
Iladhetrth Hamby in /February and 8-
nty Osame--llossmil Mondays
IlliJallnioryci,:tiner and October.
ootSm Tsaiday in Avail
and Golober.
Gireetvg Coosts-Thet Monday in every
menth.
DEMOCRATIC I ICKET.
For:Prosidei.l.
GLUM JSZNINGIIIABYAN.
Of:Nehrasba.
Fee.ViecePresidest
ADIAJLI:B. STEVENSON.
Of Illinois.
71113overnor,„
J. 0.1W. BBOLBAIII,
01.11e1soo Ocesstr.
lleseed Mitring.
If•almy daisn't really waits a now
asimanat for geed leads is
samilartisaa.
'S to prospeotive Malls Oeutais-
Breathitt.
boy °oversee Is a mealy skiess-
't look In the party. The
is Mill bossing; cam es, ye van-
nrdiet of inigeleasesene in a moo
the ehodow sit the gallows is a km-
*8We iodeed.
araloqeseei and snrameni ma win
am, you'll on a heavy damp in tb•
mejortay in Christian aeon-
's's. Tim Mope see being
•
noted* poi *oaken.
says the. he it opposed in
silver. livorymie Mows Sat. Bo
is Wary and Shorts ant may Ohms.
WitM the senuary wail, to knew is
hew he stands on bwperialima.
man who boopinasAis diat I had
• of Mr. Oirobal's osiermina-
is a lax!" Mats ez-Gov. Bradley.
itellostly has lasineated say snob thing.
ilbr ansatio tep and again three meador
Oallion-a sameiber el do
41111dal besseholds of both Bradley sad
, esetilled by cm.hadillor Blew in
he a gendenuin of mann sod eliseno-
lier-seated leader oath that be, a few
drys before *a meamtnedsa 01Illandin
Goebel, Informed Headley that Beneese
Goebel was to be ansaminased. Beak in
lb* Jaly• Angst* trial of Powers mid dm
October triage Ifitslaiy, Bradley woo
Mee an mentamill in deny sailer
Mb • charge min seder s.Sk. mad be
only failed to avail Maeda at "Mbar
Vinr1.i117. bal. according in /11O ems
behind ezphossion, seagbe Hos emir.
nays for the didense sad was by Ma
asemed from tmstlying.-Lonistrille
Ttenes.
Neethes Diet toott's paper anaelesoes
Oat Hwy Youlary it“doing
Wee Knott ought to get spa ellawille
drain for Youssey's woods:Hai me
-ry.
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inilksers hem this horrible indmoly
bihrrit it-not socesiodly
tie ammesb, but my be bon mime
essesstar, for Comm often rams
sovesdepagastlems. Thiethelly
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Make no chemise milks, advice.
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••Wesalionm. VIITEOUT asietiVE,
Oho seselate and patriotic merge of Gar.
Willbon IL Taylor " Republioan
"laillimm Az o you gm or to vote for the
party that stands Artniv ill a plank like
that?
Major McKinley ,a areiolly surstug
the Miens Min itt.ni gist needs oniy
as sesseassess ea tee pot • next Month
to fortaty kin for a grsh is Gelestial
Serzilory: All his tail, or Ironing out of
China it more b.ufr. oneeti't mean
M get oat saint he S clomp ‘Iled to by
an agewes yam ef the A ni-rtean people,
and even Wm he we le a op lathe
Ahem mese deep n esabarrar
Mr. ihrria. so see. uaryl-tio mixeci up
Is MN Hamann job before- phi-lag way
to Hr. Ciarreband
Beetwa le the h.eu• if 14,,eo•rd Olney,
Gee. S. Eleatwell. F A. 11...ous, Moore-
head Storey. Gam4liet Branford and
IrvimeWindater All wolf, ..... iostal and
slam with iatmaalici al repotations,
aid gosh kis proclaimed favvrably to
the :Helios et Bryan, walla is 1856
they wen non found tworkiust for the
Dentoontele assaicee Perhaps ez-See-
roomy ef the Treasury Jima (4. Carlisle
and and his aseeeiste mrmbers of the
Lawysn' Sound Money Club will say
tbM these geatiessete are itiorssied in
manias' lb. coantry
Whim Mallialev'a crime against the
Gag is kit amass' teat homes slavery
shell esatioae to es•st seder its folds,
Is a Unholy which sorely is "'object
in Ohs jusiedlotion" of she United
Blahs. Naves" dove Or Ri in the Belo
Wands. Mr. McKinley himself does
at* sissy this fan. Is xtsta there by
his yeoman with the yellow satrap of
that land that es slaves should remain
In bandage nadir the American Beg un-
til they should porcine, their freedom
U "the usual market price."
McKinley laths calamity candidate.
Wilhoof disguise and almost weenie-
lima' his managers rem their homes
spoil a more. If they can incite a finan-
cial pooh; if they can frighten the
warkimpasa Into believing that anises
McKinley ki needed there will be no
more work after election. then, and ace
eiherwhe, is McKinley's oampaigners
hops to win. Their whole modes oper-
and* Gelb tor morcion, beeholdetiso,
oirrephea sod terrorisatioe.
Bert Henry Ablest. makings seevses
el the Beemid itenerce Wesel d-striet that
elicits the admiratioo of his friends and
Sues Oho nosh of his polleicial app-
seats. Night and day he is bard se
wash and his mama °oven every ego-
tism at tito district. He is losviog moth.
ing maw that will crown his straggle
Su Damen& modem with triumph.
Is has Might a good fight and victory
Is near as band, and the reward that ia
dab/ bis. Its shell certainly reesive.-
Uatimeown Teheran:.
WW1 ISIS?
Wells, Oas Hundred Doilan &-
Ward kr arse ease of Oatarrh that ma-
ma he aured_Ball's Oaiarrh unto.
IP. J. =MIRY • CO.. Props.,
Tokio*, Ohio,
We, the exiseigued. have known P.
3. Maw fee the pass la yams, and boos
Bove him pslay immtabl. in all be.
dame tommellees and ihteactially able
clarri OW riff 161111194911N muds by
their Am
Wow • TONAL Wholesale Draerisle,
TsiediO, WATSON, SUMAS & Mrs-
TM, Mmiende Drowns's. Toledo, 0.
▪ Oseerrii Owe is taken Internal-
ly. dlettetly apes lite blood and
nellennallighose d the system Prim
141=selaiebeNk. Bold by all druggists.
free.
Ban Irmaily Pills are **best
0.0. Moen, UsitereMtee Commie-
Moms M Wilhaimberg, has queeMd
Mamball Jams in send a deputy at
01109 le mid D. D. Taylor, who was
sorbs* shot by Deputy reshon, ot
at Bird lye mimes. Both
neonor. promonced fatally wounded.
In SOW 015k. Swiss Valley she inhale,
heals are all 'Gifted with goitre or
•Ilkielr seek." Instead of regarding this
as a &tonally they mem so think it •
nataral testate of physical development
and Sonsism passim, through the valleys
are sonseltases jeered by the goitrone in-
hatdisot because they are without this
offsahre swelling. Thom a form of
&Imam may become so common that it
is nimbi es a naterai and necessary
coadilles of life. le is so, so a large
Ms* with what are called diseases of
wow& Ivory woman suffers more or
hos with Irregularity, abandon, debili-
MMag drakes, or female Weakness, and
Skis seffestag is so coramon and so uni-
versal lbea many women aceept it as a
rr tenearal sad necessary to their
ess. Hall is a eoadition unatoral is is is
anneemeary. The we of Dr. Pierce's
revorles Prescription orengthene the
donee*, wesaaaly organs and regulates
lbs womanly tunotions, so time woman
it precitioally delivered for the pain and
asisary which sat up teo years of her
iffe-betwoon the ages of fifteen and
torly-lve. "Favorite Prescription"
makes week wanso strong and Oak
women welL
Oseteinilldelds and hie men complain
et Me harsh tresement they received
from their 711lphie captor.. It is not
known why the Weer did not follow
lbs Amerisas pies in dealing wish pair
seers. When we capture the in-
grain," writes elm soldier to a frised,
4.1,0 Ned Men im sod give them all the
abases Hwy mime in rue. When they
Mont be rim we deal do a thing but
obese thma." Another a .1dier says:
NNE, orders are to kill and *bolt every
sae en sight, men, womes or ehildren
Everyffing gem." The F4.404 oi are
still bolds/ as In the gentle art of
Obrislian war.
HAND LIME IN SESSION.
Wesel heel* Nears Is Mewed With
As Office,
The letritetheed minim of We
Ouse Ledge of *eights el Plana* et
Ratheelty it is melees as Winnows.,
With awe et sae ledges ripe tasted
The elsentea of officers resulted as tel.
Nos:
UMW Rowell, of Owensboro, ti rand
Ohanosillso ; W. H. Logan, of Losio•ille,
Greed Vice Obanoellor ; 'mien Henry,
of Hopkins/rills, Grand Prelate; Wade
elnitmaa, of hoisieviik, Grano Kseper
of Records and Seal.; Jule Plummer, of
Newport, Grand Master of Exchequer ;
Joseph G. Oovington, of Bow hog Green,
Greed Hefter it Arr a, W F. Scare.
nee, Grand Inner Guard; John Swift,
of Dayton. Grand Outer (board
Steps Si Ilsegi sail rinks °lithe Cold.
bushes Bream tjsielne Tablets cure a
sold Is me day. Mo nor., no pay,
Prim MI mole.
Mr. TI. Rosen, who he' b..t visit-
ing Mediate al Newitied, has relented
isp$1111.
.„
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THE M'KINLEY MINSTRELS.
"Uncle hark, what am de difference between man and de truster"
"I can't may, Theodore. What is the difference between man and the
trusts?"
"Han wants but little here below
Nor wants that little long.
De trusts wants all de people's dough
Till Gabriel bangs his gong."
"Our genial interlocutor will now give his side splitting stump speech en-
titled 'There Are No Trust.' "-New York Journal.
CARMACK'S GREAT SPEECH
ON TRUSTS AND IMPERIALISM.
Terrific Arraignment of'
the Republican Ad-
ministration.
One of the Strongest Po-
litical Addresses Ever
Heard in This City.
rhe Hon. E. W. Clansack, ot Tonnes-
see, was heard at the court hone Saler-
day aftern000 by an audience of be-
tween eight hundred and sae 'boxwood
people, iaolading many ladies. His
speech was me of the most eloquent
and aosivinoing political addresses ever
board in this mbar.
After a brief rigatoni:xi to Kentucky
stain, appealing to Democrats to put
aside their family quarreb and misun-
derstandings and present a solid front
10th. enemy, saying it was ghoulish to
dreg Gostod's bleeding body through
Skis coluPulgu, and urging the 
flu:-
liege So join in the fight for Mate and
national victory over Republicanism,
be altered into a powerful discussion of
She issues soefroidine the voters of the
country. Be devoted nearly all of his
lime to a withering arraignment of the
Administration for In policy of imper.
islisin and of the party leaders for their
anorioas alignment with Ow trusts
With unanswerable logic he proved the
dangers threaleoing the country from
the contralisstioo of wealth and corpor-
ate greed, and ridiculed as fall dinner
pail slogan of the Republican orators,
which, he said, was an argument ad-
dressed not to the intellect but to the
stomach of man. Even a pig would
grunt 000tetindly when given a full
trough of slope, built it knew that each
feeding brought it dosser so hog killing
Sims. it would rather be rosining She
woods and living on wild acorns: and
the tenon, he said, were beginning the
approach of labor-killing time. "They
say." be continued, 'that trans are the
result of commercial evolution. My
friends, 'evolution' is a term invented
by the devil in ao effort to rain religion,
and 'commercial evolution' wee invented
by agents of the devil to destroy the
Democratic party; and in both instances
She devil will fall to accomplish his pur-
pose." Politimdly, the doctrine of the
hugest claw and the sharpest tooth will
be preached no more, be predicted, after
the sixth day of November. The Dem-
°Grano shepherd will slay the wolf-like
Masts and protect the American sheep.
The latter half of his address was de-
voted to a dieonasion of imperialism In
part he said: "No man in our country
hes ever resisted what he thought was a
great wrong on the part of the govern-
ment that there were not knaves to raise
She cry of treason and fools to repeat
the cry. You may recall the names of
the great men most honored and revered
by the people here in our own part of
the noantry, amid you will hardlyfind
one who has not been denounced at one
Math or another as • public traitor by
some public thief. And in ship particu-
lar discussion every rogue who has been
pilfering the revenues of Cuba; every
contractor who has .old rotten beef to
the army, every prospective carpetbagger
who anticipates a riot of spoils in the
Philippines, and all the political and
commercial edventurers who have been
_
making men:handles of American blood
are cursing mho alleged hostility so the
American soldier.
"No an can be deceived by the bar-
ren subterfuge. We wage no war, we
make no charge against the heroic sol-
diers now wasting their lives in the
Philippine Islands; we oondeeen the
selfish, cruel and criminal policy which
sent them there. And so, my friends.
It is neither the soldier in the Philip
piney nor those who have opposed the
policy which sent them there to 'effetr
and to perish who mast answer for the
shed blood of every American or Fill-
pino who falls in that unhappy country.
That galls must rest with the authors
of 'criminal amiression,' and it will
cling to thew though they wash their
hands in the bloody bowl of Pontius Pi-
late forever. • • • Bat fellow-otti•
zens, even from the cold-blooded 'Sand-
point of greed, I oonSend that there is
no stoma whatever for this policy. I
have bee. amased at the gross exagger -
&Stone we have heard of the °ammo:cisl
profits so be gained by soisiug the Phil-
ippine islands. There seems to be a su-
perstition abroad that if we only go over
there and kill Won Filipinos we shall
vastly inorseas oar trade with them
In some book on political economy,
which I bare never read, oar imperialist
Mends have learned that the best way
to extend your Wade is to kill your CDS-
Somas. Well, my friends, a man may
pick op sownhing that way onoe in a
while, bus iii. not usually called trade.
Is is not so defined in the statutes of
your state. Whoa an individual at-
tempts this sort of trading he it dealt
with at the hands of the law. And my
friends, no matter whether it is a single"
highwayman who goes out upon the
lonely road sod murders a solitary trav •
*ler, Or‘Whethsr it is a great govern-
ment that crosses the ma to carry blood-
shed and destruction to a helpless peo-
ple, the °rime is stUl the same. I my
that whenever an American soldier falls
doing his duty in the Philippines, and
whenever a Filipino dies fighting for
liberty with his parting gasp, his death
was murder in the sight of God."
When, he continued, neither the glo-
ry of militarism nor the greed of profit
would appeal, She Republicans have
taken a new tank in approaching voters
and talked of the spread of religion.
They would erect churehee with dead
men's bones cemented with blood They
would shoot down the Fillpince with
guns wadded with verses of scripture
Their bullets whistle psalms and their
cannon balls sing, "Peas* on earth and
good will to men." Parson McKinley
would slay these savages for the good of
their wale. Why, they are said to be
so ignorant they object to having bul-
lets tuned in their brains and bayonets
stuck in their hearts to let in the light
of the gospel.
In words that glowed with earnest-
uses he deprecated the bloodshed and
destruction, the debauchery and disease
in the islands across tbe sea and said
that the warning of the Prophet Habak-
kuk applied in this case-"Woe to him
that buildeth a town with blood and es-
tablisheth a city by iniquity."
He clotted with this verse frcm Kip
hog's Recessional:
The tumult and the shouting dies -
The captain and the kings depart,
Still stands thine anoient sacrifice,
An humble and a oontrite heart
Lori God of Hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget-lest we forget I
Don't Buy your FURS OR
WRAPS until you have
seen the newest and latest
during FRANKEL'S An-
nual Opening and Display,
Tuesday and Wednesday,
October 30th and 31st.
CLARKSVILLE TOBACCO BOARD,
The Cloth:villa Tobaneo Board of
Trade met la animal imolai find Moot.
ad She following Offiesys:
J. 0. Kendriek, president; W H. Re•
dolph, Ant vim-presides:I ; B. V. Mo-
Rings, ii., second vtos president; M. H.
Stark, seereftry ; F. b. Beaumont, AM.
secretary; W. J. Ely, treasurer; Prince
Walker, nisaterhe-erme ; W. H. Ru-
dolph, 0. D. Runyon, 0. K. Smith, F.
N. Smith, Thomas Ottion, &maltase on
appeals.
In Indla,the land of famine,thousande
die *swanse they can not obtain food.
In America, the land of plenty, many
stiffer and die because they can not di-
gest the food they eat. Kodol Dyspep-
sia Ours digesM what you est. Is in-
stantly relieves and radically cures all
stomach Womble*. Bold by H. 0. Hard.
wick.
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ON A SIGN PLANE,
11.1•11Mm==•••=,
The Manly Saperioteadesi le In re,
osipt of she report of the Hopkinsville
webools for litti, Ii Is a 44 page pam•
OHM tilled with information oonohnIng
She wheals of that thriving oily. /opt
Livia:Won' PloOartney keeps the
schools of Hopkinsville on a high plane.
-Henderson Gleaner.
;WoRnigtoi SIGHT AND DAY
The busiest and migbtiest little thing
that ever was made is Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Every pile is a sugar coated
globule of health, that ohanoee weak-
ness into strength, listleasness into en.
Orgy, brain fag into mental power. They
are wonderful in building up the health
Only 26o as L. L. Elgin's, 0 K
WY17'1. R. C. Hardwick's, J. 0 Cook's
and Anderson Fowler's drug storm
11 will surprise you 10 experience the
benefit obtained by using Ills dainty
and famous little pills known as De.
Wits'. Little Early risers. Sold by ft,
0. Horde bk.
AGAIN
Takes Nuptial Vows-
Married Old Sweetheart.
She Was Divorced at the
Present Term of Cir-
cuit Court,
Mies Mary Elisabeth Falwell, who at
the present terns of Christian circuit
court was divorced from her husband,
Judge George F. Oampbell and restos ed
to her maiden name, -w the wife of
another moo. lb fulI.'i mg account
of her marrow« is taken from She Brink-
ley, Art, Argus, ef Oct. 19
Tuesday at high noon, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs T. 0 Simmons on West
Ash street, Miss Elizabest Falwell, of
Memphit, was married to Mr. E Har-
mon °immerse, of this city, Judge R.
H. Henderson, rffloiating. The mar-
riage has quite et romantic tinge A.
little playmates the bride and groom
were sweethearts. They grew up and
in early youth drifted open. Atter sev•
era, years of separation the fond heart+
were reunited and the marriage was the
result of the reunion. The groom, pre-
Kriptionist at the T. 0. Simmons' drug
store, is quite prominently essocisted
with the fraternal orders of the city, in
which he is quite popular
Those present at the marriage Tue.-
day, Were Mesdemes R. M. Henderson,
A. J. Vaccoro, J. A. Stoker, Josephine
Paine and Miss Pauline Henderson.
The happy couple will make their
home at Mr. and Mrs. T 0. Simmons
The Arirne tenders congratulations,.
WILL PLAY SATURDAY.
Local Team A24 S. K. C. Will Meet Al
Mercer Park.
The football teams of Hopkinevillf
and South Kentucky Oollegn will wee
on the gridiron, at Mercer Park 8atroda3
afternoon.
The game will be called at 3 o'clock.
The contest promises to be unusually
Interesting.
DAWSON'S NEW WELL.
Daweon Springs now boasts of another
mineral well, dug at a considerable
depth. The new well is known as the
B. S. Franklin well, and is located south
of the Illinois Oeuttel railroad, about
four squares from the depot. Au anal'
yets of the water shows that it contains
soils, iron, USIA" and other minerals in
abogdanoe, says the Courier-Journal.
It has been decided to organise a Melt
company with a capital of $30.000, and
build a fine hotel near the well, which
Is situated on a beautiful spot, and ear
rounded by a large grove of shade trees.
Considerable of the stook has already
been subeeribed for by residents of Dew•
son; some has been taken by gentlemen
living at Crofton, and Ill, quite likely
that Hopktnaville capitalists will secure
shares in the enterpriser.
AGED LADY DIES.
From Wednesday's daily.
Mrs. Maria Stacker, one of the best-
known and moat honored women in
Clarksville, died this morning at an
early hour. Mi m. Stacker was seventy-
six yeas. of age, and was the mother of
Mr. Clay Stacker
Of
All
FARMERS SPEECHES
Country Must Stand And Music Fill North
and Deliver. Christian Air.
imple. Democratic Band Wagon
Is Stirring Up Oreat
ed in Price. Enthusiasm.
Agricultural
Menta Will be Increas-
.
The formation of the Agricultural Im-
plement Trust is openly announced.
After January r, 1901, every pteoe of
machinery used by the farmer must be
purchased at trust prices
Every factory in the country has been
orptured together with all the rights
and patents. A number of factorise are
to be shut down and prices of agricul-
tural implements are to be braced up.
Thousands of traveling men and
agents in charge of agricultural imple-
ment depot., have received notice to
look for other employment, that by
March first none of their serri:ies would
be ueeded.
The trust schednlee of priose are be-
ing arranged now and will go into effect
after the big monopoly takes hold
Nearly all she big implement firm of
the country have agreed to pool their
issues in the trust. It means that wiry
pion of machinery, cow, borrow, roll-
er, pick, shovel, hoe, rake, scythe, etc.,
mast be purchased through the trust at
trust prices There will be no remedy.
It will be a oasis of stand and deliver.
STATE EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
--
 -
Him Katie McDaniel, the county su
perhitendent of schools, is in receipt of
he following letter which explains it-
self:
Newport, Ky., Oct 15, 19(a)
Dear Friend :-The Kentucky Educa-
tional Association will hold its next
steeling in the city of Louisville. Dec.
ie. 27, 251 1900 The 'K E. A. represent.
ill the educational forces of the state,
sod should have the no-operation of the
triendsof education everywhere to mike
it a great, living, moving force A •ery
strong program for the next meeting is
being prepared, the leading school men
and women of the state will be present,
and the meeting will be an inspiration
to all. Announcement of epeeistl rail-
road and hotel rates will be made later.
Please announce the meeting at edit-
rittional gatherings and elsewhere, and
arrange to be with us. Let us work to-
gether foe the good of the youth of Ken •
lucky. Very truly,
J. is. N. DOWNES, Pres,
ALFRED LIVINGSTON, SeoTr,
Somerset, Ky.
Million, will be spent in politics this
year. We can't keep the campaign ge •
mg without:money any wore than we
can keep the body vigorous without
food. Dyspeptics used to starve them-
selves. Now Kodol Dyspepsia Cure M-
oats what you eat and allows you to
eat all the good food you want. It red
Wally cures stomach troubles. Sold by
R. 0. Hardwick. .
CASTIATA
For Infants and Waldron.
Ilis kid Yea Ran Always bight
Bears the
Illematto • of
You will never find any other pills to
prompt and so pleasant as DeWitt's Lit-
tle Early Riser.. 4Iold by R. 0. Hard-
wick.
Next Thesday
and Wednesday
The annual Opening Sale of
Ready-to-Wear Ladies' Gar-
ments and Furs will take
place at
Frankel's Store.
QUO YADIS NOV. 12. SILHOUETTE PARTY.
Dramatization of famous Play Win Be 
The Woman's Auxilltary of Grace
Episcopal church, will bevel' Silhouette
Sees at Opera House
The original production of "(Ono Va-
die" with its wealth of special scenery
will be presented for the first time in
this city at Holland's opera house Nov
13 The play is in six its and eight
tableaux It tells a thrilling story of a
young Roman soldier who falls in love
with a Christian maiden, of the perse-
cution of the maiden by the Emperor
Nero, and of her ultimate triumph
through her belief in Ohristisnity. Pe-
ter, the Apostle of Christ, is a promi-
nent character in the play.
The wolf in the fable put on sheep's
clothing because if he traveled on his
own reputation he couldn't accomplish
his purpose. Oonnterf sitars of DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve couldn't sell their
worthless solves on their merits, so they
put them in boxes and wrappers like
DeWitt's. Look out for them. Take
only DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. It
curse piles and all skin chemises. Sold
by R. 0. Hardwick.
HOT WICATUNR and tender feel ale
Iwo tough problems. Viejtan't regulate
Ike weather bat we nen make you a pale
Of light and easy shoes which will be a
pleasure to you
JEFF 11014/1111,
dlelbs,w1f. Over illerk's
_
The quicker you stop a cough or cold
the lees danger there will be of fatal
lung trouble. One Minute Clough Clore
Is the only harmless remedy that gives
immediate restate. You will like it.
Sold by H. 0. Hardwick.
..afta. Cr 71. 7 ,
Bears the IN KM Y111 His kight
&paters
'Zeit
party for the benefit of the Gale. won
sufferers on Friday evening, Oct. 26, at
7:30 o'clock, at the residence of Mies
Kate Bachman, on W 7th street. There
will be a inneical :program rendered.
Admission, including refreshments 15
cts , school children 10 cts
Ohio... are dangerone enemies, for
they are treacherous. That's why all
counterfeits of DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve are dangerous. They look like
DeWitt's, but lookout of the all-healing
witch hazel they all contain ingredients
liable to irritate the skin sad cause
blood poisoning, For piles, injuries
and skin diseases use the original and
genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
Bold by R. 0. Hardwicky.
VICTIM OF CANCER.
Mr. Smith Hayes, a well-known far-
mer and highly esteemed, died Monday
at his home near the city of eenoer of
the face. He was about sixty years old
and leaves a large family. The malig-
nant growth had taken away one side of
hit face. Funeral services were bele
Teesday aftern00111, and the remains
ware laid away la Hopewell Demeter,
CI 17 CO NIL IC
lsu,SsjTm1Yeshs*iijsgb
*Paws
et
DO 'foul:FIR 110111 AND SUNS?
Shake into your shoes Allan's Foot-
Ease, a powder for the feet II cures
the feet and makes tight or New Shoes
feel Easy. Ours. Corns, Bunions, Swol-
len, Smarting, Hart, °allot's, Sore and
Sweating Feet. Allen's Foot-Nmse re-
lieves all pain and gives rest and tom
fort. We have over 30,000 teetimonials.
It curer while you walk Try it TODAY
All druggists and shoe stores sell it, 26c.
Sample sent free. Addrese Allen 8
Olmsted, be Roy, N. Y.
NEW THINGS IN
Coats, Wraps and Furs at
.Frankel's.. I 0
1 Wallace Warfield 
Alex Ooz,,
0
tf; SSS8S SIM 
ligiWitiViti WESSAS
From Wednesday's daily.
1 he success of the whirlwind cam-
paign in North Christian le exossediog
the most sanguine expectations. In the
fin" two days, between oae thousand
and fifteen hundred voters have heard
D !mooning) doctrine elrqueotly ex-
Pounded. The crowds are toctesoiog
all the time.
The campaigners are delighted with
their reception, and speak in the most
lavish eines of praise of the hospitality
they are enjoying.
All the north end of the county is
stirred up, and the full Democratic vote
will be polled. At Haley's Mill a Bryan
end Beokham club was organized •ith
fifty-one members. Mr. John E Da
vim was elected president All along
the route, people have quit their work
to see the procession and several schools
have been dismissed in order that the
children mold view the wags s§ and
thog ce3cupanta. A band concert was
given on the highest hill in the county,
not far from Johnson's Store 'rhe
Lafayettee band, by the way, is proving
a splendid feature, and the hills and
rills are being flooded with sweet magic.
Last night about five hundred people
greeted the speakers at No. 6 school
house. All who could crowd into she
church heard several telling addresses.
One of orators was Mr. T.0.- Eianbery,
who last year was a Brownllamocrat.
He made a ringing Democratic speech
which was frequently applauded. The
other speakers were John B Brasher, of
Madisonville, J. 0. Duffy and W. R.
Howell. This morning the campaigners
spoke at White Plains. They were mei
at the county line be one hundred Hop-
kins county Democrats on horses and
escorted to the place of the speaking.
Empire will be visited this afternoon
and Orofton tonight.
Saturday night the following appoint-
ments will be filled in the county:
LAYAYOTTE
R. C. Crenshaw,
James B. Allenswortb
T. P. Oook
A D Moore.
WM gni..
Ohm. H. Bush
SIXTY StaIlloll.
J. T. Hanbery.
FAIRVIIW
George F. COellipbel.
LATTONOVILLY,
John W. Payne.
J. 0 Duffy.
PEMBROIn
William R. Howell.
JOHNEON.11 Wr0111
L. T. Brasher.
Prank Rives.
Mothers endorse it, (Andrea like II
old folk!, sae it. We refer to One Min-
nie Dough Onre. It will quickly ours
all throat and lung troubles. Sold by
R. C. Hardwick. •
k 11 ASK roa etm NEW PARIS SHAPES
THI•T EOWBUST,STRAIGHT ribliff1411.16
STYbES 550. )52. 4404441,
FOR SALE AT ALL LfAilliNG RETAliZAS
11 0 I P H 101 4E4 8. :Z21 I s":44 " •
dime* ourta by TACKA-PU-11A
348.42 oases In I 7 yiray• Mews.* 40111118..11W VW. OW.
A'oe71-2-eepin9
Penouve,-0lp,
,Shorrhan
Ti/EpitiThrf
Mryra,,a,
#sed Ter
Pitalyass
PUP'SMf 
 rive !WV) • Iftf
ateves saperiaseed tooth. c, eash one a spesialist in his its*. Ono
this abbepl amp/seen eano.basiirmemosasse. There arao•amir.sabasia
them ours. but nese that oars offee our tosiottea.
WielW•NreireiseinseaVisteiiiiiP••••
• IT WILL PAY YOU TO WAIT FOR
. . THE ANNUAL . .
a
•
Display and Sale
 
OF
•
WrDps, Tailor-Made
: c../ Suits and Furs :•
r•• .. Frankel's • •
r•• Tuesday and Wednesday Next.October 30th and 3
1st,
cpa.simod.avada.,sto Inwspds.ssa.asmsts.
utton,
THE TAILOR
Begs to annottnee to the people of
HopkiDeville that be mon will Mbar-
it a large fortune from England and
that he wont have to work moth
longer, but to keep myself in pram
ties I will clean and repair and put
velvet collars on overcoats, etc., so Dr. Jas. E. Oldham,
I will not forget the trade I served 7 Dr. Lula E. okthaa..,„
years to learn and 25 years sips& 
• .0steopatiss
once. Besides all work will be does
e
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
WuW
Hsu*, Wood Bonier Woes Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneysiat-LaW.
Otheethapra Meek . wit Nein OMnimenn
HOPZEWITILLII. : KENTUONT
Spbcial attention to
cases in bankruptcy.
gratis until the first of January. It
is foolishness to advertise. I am go-
ing to quit.
SUTTON THE TAILOR,
That Doman I Believe in Advertising.
CASH
• •
Graduates Amebas bead al 01681
pesky, Kirksville, Me. Al arable die-
moss Ossib mots mod iisen111 mem- .
lolly treated willimone Ike am se Ingo
or knits. Orrair 1411b sad WM" OM.
Oessollalisit mod esaminalisa area Fe-
male dimes a imitally. Thom OK
R. F. 111cDANIEL, N. D.
for accePtlab Wm& Physician and Surgeon,
lista 111 peeethell. °Gee
THE PATINKTILINNI, I selL Oast
111111.1"• ••• I TIL•PHOWE
 
 1110
Oare . WO
grammuitim
We Have a Tight
Grip On Lumber
BUT WAN? To TURN SOME LOOSE.
Special Low Prices.
No. i Common Flooring at :
" 2 a• 
.4 66
6 6 6 6 Ceilng 6 6
4 4 2 6 6 66
NOXALL
Work Shirts!
$
$
Absolutely Guaranteed
cftS Not to rip and buttons not to come off.
When you get a NOXALL
AT  
•
: $1.75
1.50
1.50
1.25
The best shirt in the word for
the working man.
R.1•14 ,
You have got the best that money can buy.
Prices 50c, 75c, $1.$
THE BASS SHOE COMPANY
Nlasager Shoe Department Manager Forniebusge Department.
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NACED BY TRUSTS
•11"11.0••••••••••14/1"011
?be Fernier, the Laborer and the Business Man
Alike Threatened with Serfdom
DEMOCRACY THEIR SOLE DEFENDER
TIME KANSAS CM? PLATFORM ILITS1
Private mosepeUes ems hadatesethis sad intellerabia. Ilasq destroy emnpetities,
sestrol theo mime et ell woollerie1 sod .11k. entabed preemie. thee robbing both Iwo-
Meow mad mosemomen lessee the eimpiermaest mkt labot and aelitaustly fa the lossies sad
eseditisas thareet. sod depries ladqvidessi enorgy and Milan eternal of their opportunity
Is. behisresest. They am the woes* eigeteat ages* yet devised ter amprepristlag the
Rada et indasery make beaset of the how at the expense of the Emmy, sad maims their
heatilate gifted is ehosiked aU wealth will be aggregated is a tow heads toad the repub-
lie destroyed.'
Wes piedge the dessenstalle party to.. semasisg ~tare to Natioa. State sad
eity sgaiset private oseamsely is emery term
WILLIAM J. RATAN *AM
A Wrote mosopely has &Sways bees se 414161011". 1000 sea be anode 0 ma
iniendrial system is whisk sem. 0 • tow saea. esa sentrail ter *Mb ews profit the
maple err pries of say sedate ef merekondise. Varner sorb a sysiona the emessusese
euRelni etterties the predator of raw nuaterhe hall but... Parlikaliar "IX ad ..0
st Mt arbitrary prise axed; the isoberor Me bat Mae empleyes mad to powerless to
proms* against imlostiee. Maser in wises Sr to embattles of lawn like small stook-
holder to at the merry of the sposesaatee, while the traveling solessasa oestribeates
his salary to ths overgrows prelate 0 Ms trust. Sisets bat a small properties et Use
potpie son stases is the advsatiages seemed by private mosomposky. It 'allows that the
messalsidee of Me pewee aro met may eseladed trees the boseets, has are the helpless
edelame of every meeleeety ossositooll. It is dillisuit I. overeetimate the inamediate
lajmossise Mat army be Mee, or to minds** the sett/sate offset mot tido isjestles epees
she meal mad politied mambo' et elm posegib Oar platform, atter saggenine ear-
take sponge romeedbes. Madge, the party to as aneessing warfare amass* private
mommosty in eaties, state and city. I Modal, approve able prosaism If elected.
It Asa be soy esesset sad soestaat eadeaver to feign the predate, in letter sad
aptsat.
Om of the main reasons why men
straggle so hard to obtain a monop-
oly is that it enables them to charge
Imre than the worth of the goods or
services they supply.
the Breaskainp wire nail cam the
attertlar for the trust admitted thet-
ae caught** had raised the price
item SI mats to $1.60 a keg, whole-
sale, securing thereby a monopoiy
groat of several manioc dollars. That
trite' went to pieces, but recently an-
other has been formed, and wire *elks
have advanced over 140 per cent be-
yond the ordinary competitive price.
cosi Tress itaternena
TIN coal combine was investigated
by congress in 1893, and the report
deellsres (1) that in 11113 the extortions
Of the coal monopoly averaged more
than $1 a ton, or $38,000,000 for the
year; and (2) that from 1873 to 1686
$300,000,000 more than a Lair market
price was taken from the public by
tale combination. It also appeared
that in 11192 the combine raised the
peke $1.25 to $1.36 a ton on the kinds
used by housekeepers, though the
price of coal was already high and the
cost of mining diminishing every year.
The Linseed Oil Trust in 13S7 put
the price up from 38 to 61 cents a gal-
lop, or nearly $5,000,000 additional tax
on the yearly output.
In the same year the copper Syndi-
cate put up the price from 10 to )7
and 18 cents a pound. or $30.000.000 au-
don on the yearly outppt.
A congressional investigation in 1893
brought out the fact that on the
otrength of a rumor that the internal
revenue tax was to be Increased by
congress the Whisky Trust raised its
prices 25 cents a gallon, which would
• amount to an additional profit of $12,-
00,000 on its yearly output
Jump Re lager
In 1188. just after the Sugar Trust
was formed, the average price of raw
sugar was .he same as in 18$5, but
the average price of refined sugar ad-
vanced so that the difference between
the oriel of raw sugar and tbe price
of refined sugar was 76 per cent more
than in 1885 and about 70 per rent
pore than In 11137, the year the trust
'WY formed. Recently sugar has made
diesances amounting to a total of
Nets as the pound. For • Ormea years
we have paid each year a good deas
more per pound for reaming sugar than
we did is 111113 (although the cost of
relining ass been constantly diminish-
ing). and ow sugar bill has averaged
at least 81.031,000 and perhaps P0,-
000,000 a year more because of the
trust.
Moodard Oil Agate
he Standard Oil is another monop-
oly that has kept prices form failing
as much as the diminished cost of
transportation and relining would have
sawed them to fall in as open market,
and at times it has lifted prices abso-
lutely as well as relatively, in spite
of the vast improvements te processes
It manufacture, great cheapening of
transportation by the pipe-lies service,
and the telling price of crude oil.
Trees 11114 to 1E97, for example, the
;price of refined oil went up 14 pier cent.
while tee puce of crude oil declined
4 per cent. Oil toes at whams's in
,New lark tram 3 Mats in November,
51.07. to caste in December. 11•••
eadLit has ism still higher in IN& ,-
Oss• may charge the fair Alan at
the services be renders wither*. it ern-
**poly. But montngdY Livia Irklotor
to charge more than that value, in
other words, monopoly waters the tn-
estimable privilege of demanding
something for nothing.
TIM Telegraph liesseyely.
We pay twice as much for our tele-
grams, as governebent -ystems charge;
the telephone monopoly charged the
federal government $75 per 'phone for
dent* the government is now sup-
Ana* for itself at a cost of $10 per
ipliosse, and even in our largest city
exesastmes, where the monopoly
charges $90 to $250, Lie service could
be rendered at a profit for • uniform
eaarge of $30 a year.
The Bell monopoly, In Grand Rap-
ids. Wis., charged $116 for • house and
$41 for a business place, while a co-
llimate telephosse exchange is oper-
ating In the same place at $6 for a
house and $18 for a business place per
year and is making money. The ex-
orbitant rates of express monopolies
are notorious, and even railroads have
been known to make excessive charges.
ler delves Meseblese.
at is agents's* with all our city mon-
opolies. Oas sells at $1 which can
be made for 10 cents and distributed
for IS, as we know from various gas
reports and Investigations.
The above are but a few samples
trot° an enormous mass of facts dem-
onstrating that private monopoly
tends to extortion.
Extortionate charges lead, of course,
to enormous profits and the building
of vast fortunes which become, In thelz
turn, the instruments of further ex-
tortion. The monopolists roil in
wealth, wtile the working masses and
competitive classes are cheated out of
their fair share of the world's wealth.
Those who build palaces do not live
In them.
Builders Tate, Not to.
Those who dig coal have little fuel,
Those who make clothes are al-clad,
'those who grow wheat and corn are
poorly fed.
Those who build railroads do not
travel.
Those who do most of the work do
not enjoy the fruits of their labor,
while those who do little or nothing,
enjoy much; all because privet mon-
opoly gives some men the power of
appropriating what others produce.
Here are some of the profits private
monopoly has made:
Oil trust—$23,000,000 in three months
—aboht 100 per cent a year on the cap-
ital. waier and an. (The MI alaaap-
oly has been known to make 620 per
cent on its whole capital, and on one
investment 3,000 per cent per year was
obtained Ihrougn railroad favoritism.
—Wealth Against Commonwealth, pp.
67, 99, 100.)
Prorate et
Steel trust—$42,/:=8"a year—
about 30 per cent on toter and all.
Sugar trust, NO to ON per cent.
Wire trust, 60 per met.
Tin plate trust. 40 per esta.
Pennsylvania coal, $0 per cent.
rine Ave. bank (New York). Ise
per cent.
Chemical bank (New sork), SOO per
cent.
metropolitan Telephone Co., 160 per
cent.
Bell monopoly, $5,000,000 • year, 4-6
of Its total income.
Telegraph monopoly (on origisal in-
vestment). 300 per cent a Year.
Bay State Gas Co., 60 per cent a
year.
Cleveland Gas Co., 144 per cent a
year.
New York Gas, $300,000,000 in ten
years, or enough to pay 10 per cent on
the investment and duplicate all the
vpleagats uos.besid)es .—(New York Senate in-tiga
Metropolitan Street Ry. System, New
York, 28 per cent.
Philadelphia Traction—$6,500,000-
16 per cent on investment.
14th and lith Street Co., 66 per
cent.
Philadelphia City 31 per cent.
Ridge Avenue 42 per cent.
Misses' Co:, 67 per cent.
39 and 3d Streets. 26 per cent.
Union, 21 per cent.
The excessive charges and exorbi-
tant. pro*, It Firsts 100110Phly are
nothing more nee leas than taxation
without representation. You are no.
represeated in the oil trust, the steel
trust, the coal combine, the taiemical
bane, the gas, electric, street railway,
telegraph, telephone, railroad, beet, su-
gar, copper and tin monopolies. Yet
they levy taxes on you.
Watered Meek.
The monopolists know that their
outrageous profits may rouse the peo-
ple It they become known and so many
of those most open to the public gaze
try to hide their gains by watering
their capital. Ninety per cent on the
real investment is only 9 per cent on
a capital watered to tenfold bulk.
Fraud ana extortion are among the
moet prolific, and are quite the most
deplorable of all the results of private
monopoly.
ILATIEBYRECOGNIZED
•
Astssateat to the Oesstitsties ter
Whisk a 'Mist Lives Were
Oseriessd 1st et lissight
17 /Maley.
Till INPAX0IIII SULU TZBATY.
The comminution of the United
States says:
ARTICLE XII/.
1. Neither slavery nor involuntary
servitude, except as a punishment for
crime whereof the party shall have
been duly convicted, shall exist with-
in the United States, or any place sub-
ject to their jurisdiction.
M'KINLEY'S INFAMOUS TREATY
WITH THE SULTAN OF 8/71,1J.
Article I. The sovereignty of the
United States over the whole archi-
pelago of Sulu and its dependencies
is declared and acknowledged.
Article II. The United States flag
will be used In the archipelago of Sula
and its dependencies on land and sea.
Article IlL The rights and digsities
of hts highness the sultan sad his dit-
tos shall be fully respected, and Mores
shall not be interfered with on account
of their religion. All their religious
customs sball be respected and no one
shall be peesecuted on account of his
religion. . . .
I. Any dam Ms the davdd-
Pelage. of Sole shall have has eipbt to
Mtrobase freedoms by paying be smasier
Ike usual msarke4 *aloe.
Article XIV. The United States gov-
ernment will pay the following month-
ly salaries: To the suit*, $260; to
Dato Rajah Made, 175; to baba Milk.
$60; to Dato Calbe, $75; to Dato Zook-
eaten, $76; to Dato Puri", $60; to Dato
Amir /tannin, $60; to Hadji Suter.
$50; to Habib Kura, $40; to Serif Se-
guin, $15.
Signed in triplicate, In English and
Sulu, at Jobe, this twentieth day of
August, A. D., 1399, (13th Arekull
Aka 1397).
Signed J. C.
U. S. V.
The Sultan Sulu,
Date Rajah. Muda,
Bates, Brigadier-General
COST 01 MILITABIK
Two Zweibel ItM. Sir **liar
Ilereatplive =us tor the
Navy Is What Mits.
ley Went..
MIMS LIMY 01 100,000 W.
We are at hat to know what we are
to pay for our experiment in imperial-
lam.
The Washington government has
made its demand. It demands an army
of 100.000 men and it wants 1200,000,-
000 for the next year to support Its
pretensions.
The navy department wants $76,000,-
000. The end is far away. This is
only the beginning of what American
taxpayers may expect
To support the army and navy until
the and of the fiscal year. June 30,
1002. congress will be sekad to appro-
priate more than $200,000,000. The
war department is estimating on the
basis of 100.000 men.
Under the present law all volun-
teers and regulars in excess of about
30,000 men must be , discharged before
July 1. 1901, and Quartermaster-Gen-
eral Ludington is making arrange-
ments for the transportation home of
the volunteers, beginnipg next month.
It will be necessary to recruit regi-
ments to take the place of the volun-
teers in case more troops are author-
ized, and when they are ready for ac-
tive service they must be transported
to Manila.
The pay of the army will be what
was entrusted for the current year—
$47,005.000. There will be a heavy bill
for clothing, medical and hospital
stores, ordnance, ordnance stores and
supplies and regular supplies for the
quartermaster's department. The es-
timate made by Commissary-General
Weston for subsistence stores for the
current fiscal year was $11,112,242, and
this will be exceeded.
Secretary Root's estimate for the
military establishment for the current
year aggregated $128,170,583, and it
will undoubtedly he larger for the cext
fiscal year
leemolasherkeeoweemompe
No Room for Subjects
Under the Free Platt
The Supreme Perron of tie FINI.111 Ikisid $o to
Opposer MI Altesepti Se 'Weep topertal 'Wee.
REPUBLIC PACES A PROPOUND eR1513
The Repubille is emotronted by a greet liatiesell eride—bsretring the psepeelett
tad knotitestioes toseded by the tathers.
ger Use ars* them Is our eenstere lade*" It Ms audertakes 5o ralitegate a foreiga
sad to rule these by despotic power.
The preedest is waging war epee people of Wee birth for samitellsee the very
tor while the fathers eat our ewe perishes pledged their Mem *heir Ihreasse.
their leered Mears.
The paltry of Ilse president offers tbe isha.bilants of reels Mon Maws. sod fito
ilippises an bore of ladopeadesom ao prospect of Americas eilliansehlas. as eenselh
tattoos] proteeties. me representation' is the Cossrses• walk& taw Met.
This is the gadorammat of see by arbitrary power without their emiesus; this 101
This le the issue Mild the Kassa* City platform Meissen Se be Me 010010•110
notion la American polities.
There Is no roses wider the A10111411111a sg for sakylets. The prediest alba
G. who derive all their powers trees the Coestitaties. am Revers se India
rd to its Ilmitatioea.
Me mattes ems endure part einem sad part subtest.
Wo loom moose as a peopie to the panda, 0 tie ways. Whish Noon it bo--Rapelb•
or lemplee?
Shall we remain true to the Amorist's ideals, shall we adept the 'word?
Is the Itopublis of 'Wanbingtos sod Oarsmen ready lee Mak lammendsmse MOW
byword?
1116 REORSE AND KI116 WILLIAM.
When the American colonies
were in revolt against Great Brit-
ain. George III., then king, Issued
a proclamation as follows:
"I am desirous of restoring to
them (the American noionna). the
blessings or law, which they hane
Jointly and desperately exchanged
for the calamities of war, and she
arbttrary tyranny of their chick."
--(intros III. of -Mnalraul, In l*C.
So too while the forces of the
United States were chasing the
patriotic Filipinos from their
burning homes, President NkKin-
ley assured them of his kind pur-
poses as follows:
"That Confirms will provide for
then (the Filipinos), a yorernaient
which will bring than blessings,
which will promote their material
interests, as well as advance their
people in the paths of civilisation
WILLIE AND HIS PAPA
WILLIZ—"What have you got on those spectacles and false whiskers for, papa?"
PAPA—"Papa has pt to disguise himself as a hankie's old pntleauut, Willis, to fool the common people
They call papa 'Honest Old Si' Iowa town."
WMERE THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY
STANDS ON LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
(P'em Kamm City Platform.)
Is tie Interest tot Americas labor and the upbanding of de worthy/man. as
Ike morner-sione of he reverent, et ear ematry, we remommosed that Pogrom
masts a Department of Labor, In charge of a flocretary, with a seat la the Cobi-
set. Iselleviag that tbe elevation of the Americas laborer will hriag with it is-
creased prodsetios sad laereased prosperity to ear reentry at home and to our
esonsiaoree alarm&
........"•••••••••••••••••••,•••••••••yeWso..........
BRYAN ON ARBITRATION
across tem? of Acceptance.)
"The platform renews tam deemed fey arbiteadas between eseporatimos sad
their employes. No see who has observed the friction white arises between
great corrorstiess and their samorwas employee ass doubt the wheels et 'stab-
Usblag as impartial sours for the Jest sad equitable settlement et Mmostes. The
demand for arbitrations ought to be supported as heartily by the public, which
salters lacotiventesos because of strikes sad lockouts, sad by Use employer* tbem-
mites, as by the employes. Tbe astablishieest of arbitration will *scare trisedlly
relations bedews labor sad capital. sad reader obsolete Lb. growling prielise sir
rallies the army to made labor treablea."
•
and intelligence, / cogilidently be-
lieve." — President McKinley at
Minneapolis, Oct. 12, 1859.
Reed what Abraham Uncoia
said with regard to these promisee
or "benevolent assimilation" offer-
ed to a people for a surrender of
their liberties.
Mr. Llaceln, is a speech at
cago, Ill., July 10, 1866, spoke as
follows:
"Those arguments that are made
that the inferior race are to be
treated with as much allowance ae
they are capable of enjoying; Mat
as much it to be done for thong as
their condition will allow: What
are thaw arguments? Tim* are
the arguments that kings have
made for ensioving the people
all ages of the world. You win
note that a U the argunwtsts of king-
croft were always of MU class.
They always bestrode the necks of
the people, not that they wanted to
do it, bid toeralieS the people were
better of for being ridden. • • •
Tura it every wey you wiU, wheth-
er it comes from the mouth of a
Icing as an excuse for enslaving
the people; of his tannery. or from
the mends of en/ roar as a reams
for meters*, the nob amettew
race, it Is all Me moss old serpesit•
—Lincoln's Composes Worts, INIL I
I., page Mts.
"Let It be remembered," said Mei
continental congress in addreeolot tbs.
states at the end of the Rerstaisso„,
"that it has ever bees the psi& MAI
boast of Amorist that the rkgihila ter
which like costended were the Apia
of human nature."
"True stateless as they were," is
Lincoln. "they kw" the toreescr It
prosperity to bread tyrants, so they
established these self-evident troths,,
that when, in the distant future, some
men, some faction some interest,
should set up the doctrine that Sabo
but rich men or none but white man.
or none but Anglo-Saxon white Men.,
were entitled to Me, liberty and the-
pursuit of handsome, their posterity
might look up again to the oecIanialon
of independence and take courage to
renew the battle which their fathers
began; so that truth, justice and
mercy and all the humane and Chria-
Uan virtues might not be extinguished'
from the land; so that no man wimid
hereafter dare to limit and circum-
scribe the great principles on which
the temple of liberty was being built."
IEMOCIATIC PAM
FAVORS UMW, PENSIONS.
We are woad of the coarage
sd.Msyef the Aiserieso poldlere awl
sallow Is all war waist we tower =oral
pinelons toe than sod their degetwiente;
and we reltenate the pomitlea taken to
the Chicago piattorni is ISO& thee ithe
tact of eadiateseal and ser.see seen he
ihromed eeneinolve elliX00011 agaiset
disease and dbobility Were ealhitnaewil.
—Kansas City Platform,
HEA a8 ELT
"Postallice Department.
"First Ain't Postmaster ticseral.
"Washlactoe. D. C., Dee. 13. IBM.
"Illy Deer Majoar-1 Outmoded to se/ 5.
yea whets you were hers that there le mile
man, sir. Cherie, Y. W. Mott, of bleacca,
lad., who want, to go late the Cubes.
ssall service, is wino=I am memo 0 tere-
elleed thee say ether men ammo( thee-
shade of openowste ter pe•likiew et the.
ebereeter. Ile le a sewspapar g,ft sad,
plaliilaber, and about tertraws years et
sea ipleamity educated. a beatler a maw
with the very beet habit* aad as lay& ell
loyalty Itself. Ile would make • unarm.
COSVIDISTIAL INAS ton TOti. 1 elIb
write and ash bias to ge sad Geo yea.
This Is a *ea roe will warm up se sad*
would like to knee AS A CONTAXIOX aft
well as an eseealille• egliorr.
"Tow* raunteny.
"Penne 5, 11.11/ATW.
"First Aert Postseseter
'To Maj. Z. .11. liethbere. •
1.111lanalltoo. masa"
The writer of the above letter is the
secretary of the Republican national
committee and the chief of its literary
bureau.
The object of his enthusiastic eulogy
Is DOW in jail at New York, charged
with participation in Cuban postal
frauds, In which he is said to have
been a prime mover. He is flightinig
extradition to avoid a trial in the
country where the colossal haute
were committed.
Wbeoever things get so tar wrens
as to attract their notice, the "Opts,
if well informed, may be rolled epos.
to set them to righta.--Thesass Jolter-
SOS.
JICTFKRIION AND L113.11111VT.
thiall an tie world would gala by
asseuese wanainoree at sortie* liberty.
The only waked= *Meet of the is-
stituties of Is is memo
lie greatest agree of kappilMell ssd-
se use general ems ell Mae, oder
elated coder It.
The whale itei of goveriohenli eon-
obits in the are et bikes Inewest.
geiverseeenti desivii their *et pewees
teem the ileatent et the governed.
TM liberty of speaking sad weldsg
guards our other Liberties.
TM highest obligation et this smiles
lots be brae to Itself. Me obligation to
any partionier motions. or Se all the
satins eenabioed. sea voleldre sb•
abeedenmen. at oar theory et severs-
most and the odielitation 1111110•1614111
agaimearbsoi ear whole nations1
has be.. a preteel. W. 4. ISSITAIL
"1"
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NEARING
End Is the Whirlwind
Campaign.
Political Notes And News
of Considerable Lo-
cal Interest.
The band waeou campaigners did flue
work at Respire and °rotten last night,
speaking So shout 750 people. The
mistaken sill return to Hopkiasville to-
meerew might
--
Coast; Olerk Prows@ has received
twenty-eight seals to be seed Nov. 8 in
sealing the ballot boxes in the twenty-
eight votive( precincts in (Arians,
county.
The Oincinnati Post says: Omahas
have been lamed by the Republicans of
Kaaba and Campbell oonntis appeal-
ing to Hannhen ()aunty Republicans to
Vise*eers trammels with Kentucky
Mende to vise for Yerkee for Governor.
The detoesseate sue that it is impatient
so oleos him to hav-i a Governor who
will pardon the. Republicans ••oonvictod
illegally for the warder of (43etril."
floccoliory of Blabs Hill has isempleesd
hie week of seadlag out ballot paper So
the am* clerks few as at the amain
eisedon.
- --
Gov Beckham on his return Sc Frank-
fort yneterday affixed has signature to
Home Bill 18. the new election law, sad
te several minor resolutions. The new
law will go WM efface in ninety days.
0. T. Ukase, itearelory of the prold-
Whin party for this district yesterday
▪ withGeenty Glick Proweet.the oar
Moon of J. M. Rota.... the °wadi
idlest that petty for Congress in this,
the Seemed Gompeatioaal Dinned.
Quitrents HoGreary's figure@ of ma-
jorities for Democrats in Esetsolty are
es follows:
Pint ellainat 
Sewed dinerint 
Third diorite ...
Poierth district . 
Mak district 
--
Sem* district 
MOO &Snot . -
111sliptineiot
Toni district .
11.000
. 0.00
. 900
4.100
SAO
4.100
LOIS
100
1,100
Teed 
 311.800
In Me Eleventh dielriet, Mr. McGree-
vy says Viet the Espelatisas will gel a
majority at DM exceeding 16.000. He
gave ao Agates so she Fifth district.
—
so re
yersoial t,a,
'AA M vitta
Pram Thunders daily.
IL 0. Thomas. of Owensboro, is is
the oily.
Mks Elm Oland, at Todd 0o.. is vie-
ng lite fondly of Mr. We.. Jesup.
Mrs. Linde M. Chashman is visiting
rehdives In Maysville sod Lesingam.
Mara May Y. Humphries Ms Mimed
hem Loaieville "there elm hoe bees for
ossrerai days in interest of her work.
IL Ifoodrom. of Hopkineville, who
has be. here so see his wife who is as
a visit no bre mother, Ma. M. X Penn,
eignmed home lest nIght.-Owseabore
Ineidrer.
Guises V. Green, a well-known Chris
lies seemly Weeder of Jersey cattle said
pinnies. aosemposied by Dr. W. A.
lay. amiellese ph:mildew at she Wes-
tin Lanellis Asylnei, were in town yes-
lorder.-Henderion Gleaner.
gram Wweeesmay's daily.
J. S. More is Is Paducah.
Jive Moose was is Glerketilbs, Mea-
der.
IllsaU.n Warield returned lima
Olerhaville Iasi week.
Wm ath. of Newsman, is vitalise
hays... Rev. Id. D. Smith-
Mr. asd Wm W. L. Wilke:see, of
Paducah. are In lite oily.
Mies Tony Ware west le Bell yester-
day for a several days Visit.
Dr. sad Mrs. J. D. nerdy. of New-
smen, are is the city tailey.
Mies Irkeresee Ilgia who Ism been
elsillog at Lebanese, Tens , has return-
ed has..
be, Wolter R. Footman, of Federal,.
is in she silty go attend the faztorsi of
the litee Reath* Seelabagee.
Mr. William Howe, of Nashville, is
Lathe nay.
Mr. sod Mrs. John Garnett. of Bell,
were bare yesterday.
Mims Maggio Tooke is sigh with fever
ot Ohs homes of ber father so West 70
St.
Mr. Jerry Redound and family went
to flopinnealle today on a visit. -Padu-
cah fun.
J. A. Drowning went to Heiniesville
at Iona ...Bev. B. IL Dewier. of Rae
kinsellis, who pressited al Me Walaue
Meese ileptin shook Smedley, retersed
home yeeesrday.-Owsosilero Inquirer.
Mr. Jaseph Bonner went to Louis-
ville Sunday.
Will race went to Henderson yeller
day to 'eke part in the liege-HI/Atwell
wedding.
Mr. sad Mn. Ab Eggleten, sad Mba.
MI Amble mid Susie Jones. have retain-
ed from Madiville, after a visit to Mies
Belle Jordas.
Mr. Wolter Hoes, who has been vieit-
hag kis foklber, & M. Mom, leaves this
maiding NOW sharp. of the bookkeep
lay deportineed of Gilliam College in
leash Oarelleo.
NERVOUS
PROSTRATIO
is onry a failure of strengtr
It takes strength to get sire ntztl
Get strength of stomach firs,
Your stomach will then look
out for your body. Scott's
emulsion of cod-liver oil ena-
bles your stomach to get it
from usual food; and this is
the way to restore the whole
body.
W* eat yea statist* try if Tee ktia.
liCerna, ase ?awl ens, Mew Yee•
NO LET UP
To the Free Turnpike
Movement.
Speakings in the County
and Rallies in
Town.
The Good Roads Olub Is working
might and main to show the people that
their best interest lies in voting for the
free turnpike proposition Nightly
meetings are being held, and evangelists
are mourieg the county giving reasons
for the "hope that is iu them "
tenements have been made for meet-
ings in several plaree for ii-It Tueeday
night and the following gentlemen have
agreed to present the matter to the peen
pie and explain the proposed plan
whereby every section will share in the
bemoan :
Dogwood Ohapel, el 0 Forbes and
Lee Ellis.
Laytonsville, T 0. Hanberry and Mc-
Intire.
Fairview, John Ireland and J. T.
Wail.
Kelly's, R. H. DeTreville and J. H.
Eggleton.
Pleasant threw Ile°. U. Long and N.
B. Emma
ilattaiar night Nov. 1st, a monster
noses liesidag lets be held at the court
home and Monday night preeeeditur the
election a grand rally and round-up will
be held at the Tabernacle with music
and enthogieeni generally. It it expect-
ed that every man in Rookie eville con-
statute Woo elf a committee of one to see
that the entire vote is cyst for the pro-
position. Let nothing prevent the most
earnest eacteaer in this direction.
DAGO-BLACKWELL.
As three o'clock Wednesday
noon in Henderson, Mimi Adrienne
Blaokwell and Mr. James Horsley Dagg
were united in marriage at the Fit at
Presbytarian church. The bride, with
her maid of honor, Miss Maly
Blookwell, was Feuded dow n
the aisle by three young lady Debase,
Mimes Emily Lambert, Josephine Smith
sod Jame Hanna. They were inee at
the altar by the groom and hie beat man.
Mr. Will Trim. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. Thomas Gummiest
The bride we. beautifully, gowned in a
white organdy over satin. The maid of
Mom wore a green milk organdy and
the maids were in white Paris muslin'
with green mousseline de sae sashes
and great A.natian bows in their hair.
The ohms* wee decorated in green and
white. The bride is one of Henderson's
most lovable and a t•racti ve young ladies,
sod the groom is a popular and enter-
gelsiag beauties man of this city.
MEETING DECLARED OFF.
after-
The meeting of the Southern Ken-
tucky Medical Aipoolation, which was
to have been held at Bowling Green
yesterday, boa been declared off Out
of the NM members of the woociation
only nine responded An effort will be
made jo have a meeting there sometime
in the spring.
•mme••••••II.1.1
SMATE WEN WALL
Vieelms to stomach, liver and kidney
trembles as well as women, sod all feel
thereselts in loss of appetite, poisons is
She blood, backactio. nerremiaow, tend-
erise and tired, listless, rundown feel,/
But there's no need to be like that,
Linen to J. W. Gardner, latrine, Ind.
Bossy.. "Electric Bitters are just the
Wog Ise a man when he is all ren
dein and don't one whether he lives
sr dies. It did more to give me new
strength and good appetite than any
Miss I meld lake. I can Dow eat any
Snag and have a new lease on life."
Every betels guaranteed. Only 50
eta ML. L. Elgin's, C. K Wyly's, R
0. Harderiok's, J. 0. Clook's and An-
emia di Pewter's drag mores
TUE CARTER ESTATE.
J. B Carew was Wednesday made
administrator of the estate of the late
W. T. Clarlier. with A. L Oarter assure-
r. Dr. G. W. Lackey, 0. D. Boxley
and H. H Bellinger were appointed sp.
praisers. Mrs. Helen Outer qualified
as guardian of her sou Elmer, an infant
ender fourteen years of age.
FOR SALE
At a reationahle price, seventeen sores
of land adjoining my resadeooe OD Wad
Seventh street. &twit W. H. Wes
SCHOOL CONTRIBUTIONS
TO GALVESTON FUND.
The following sass of money have
been oontribued to the Galveston rent
fund by the pupils of the Hopitiaaville
pablie schools:
reef Misr smote-
Besin 
 Orb dm • ••• $811
••••••••• ODIN& 1.70
NS
11.00
4.10
3.81
•.. 
 
 110
196
ei
411
ad
6 I
• •
3.78
The Virginia-street school is not
reported by rooms, but as a
whole gave Wad
Total $39.17
3
4
5
It
8
9
10
'I
12
  90
100
  2.68
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CHANGE
In the Italian Tobacco
Trade.
Tandy tfc Fairleigh Will
Buy on Hopkinsville and
Clarksville Markets,
Information uf the ohmage in the sys-
tem in baying lobate,* by the Teal's')
trade comes to us 000firmed from New
York. The contract will not, it is stat-
ed, be let So any western company or
ryndioate this 'eaten, but the tobaoco
will hi Wight on the breaks in this and
the Hopkinsville markets by Messrs.
randy it Fairleigh and shipped through
to New York on the guarantee of the
government agent at that place, says
the Olerksville Leaf-Ohroniole. It is
understood that the dissatisfaction all
now,. from Rome; the government au-
thorities complaining of the universal
pelted°e which obtains In handling and
prizing—that of mixing or approxirsat
lug as it is called. The officials debated
seriously the practicability of returning
to foamier customs of obtaining the gov
ernment supplies However, it was de-
termined to try once more to obtain sat-
isfaction by the employment of a single
purchasing agent at New York, and
this agent bill determined to have it all
bought on the breaks under dose inspec-
tion. It is understood, however, in
New York Indica) circles that the Ital-
ian trade will demand the re-inspection
of the entire purchase in New York.
This can hardly be true, as no ware-
houseenan of the west would submit to
such a thing. It would Be well for the
farmers if they would organise as other
trades and go back to old prinoiplea of
uniform prising, inviting the Ilene:at
competition. Under the present system
there is no competition and yet the 4..
wand requires more tobacco than can
now be supplied, and under competition
the "rime ought to be good.
All parties having claims against the
estate of T. L. Graham, dec'd , will file
them before me properly verified on or
before Nov. 1st, 1900, and all parties in-
debted So the estate will please come
forward and meet their obligations
promptly.
ltwd4t,w4t Mr.. Hattie Graham,
Admr. of T. L. Graham, deo'd.
- 11•••
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE IT?
How would you like to live in Hop-
kineville with impassably muddy streets
making it a day's work to get to busi-
ness, or good streets with a toll gate at
every corner demanding tribute oomtog
and going? That's the fix our county is
In and it is criminal for her citizens to
permit it.
BREATHITT FOR COMMISSIONER.
A Frankfort dispatch says:
"The fallere. to elect a Republican
State Clommiseioner after the adoption
of a resolution to that effect in both
houses is regretted by many of the Dew
oasts here. The State Oosomission will
shortly hold a meeting here, and it is
said that two members will agree to
elect any other man than Oochran
whom the Republican leaders may sug-
gest. Judge James Breathitt, of Chris-
tian county, who might have been slee-
ted at the second joint session yesterday
afternoon bad the presence of a quorum
been moored, is acceptable to the Dew-
iest)* and be will likely be agreed
upon."
The Louisville Times says:
"Senator N. W. Utley was a caller at
Democratic headquarters this morning.
rock-quarry train, several of which hadTo a rimester for The Times he gave it
ati his opinion that Judge James Breath- 
I been left on the passing track. Teo
quarry oars were damaged, and the enhi, of Hophinuille, would be chosen to '
, 
Ill the vacancy in the State Election 
gine was badly crippled, the pilot being
Board, caused by the reaignatioa of 
smashed and the boiler injured.
Merton K. Yenta
"From now on Senator Utley will
make speeches in the insereet of the
Democratic ticket in the First district.
He is booked for speeches in Caldwell.
Lyon, Marshall and Orittenden won-
Si,.."
FLAG
Day Will Be Observed By
Democrats.
Saturday Fixed As The
Date For Patriotic
Demonstration.
There is to be • general demonstration
of the supporters of Bryan an Steven
son next Saturday. Every loyal I ionic-
crat who believes in the preservation of
the constitution, in its integrity and
continuation of the flag of the nation as
the emblem of liberty is urged to take
advantage of the day set apart by the
Association of Democratic 0!uba for a
general demonstration throughout the
land to decorate their homes and plume
of business with the' Stars and Stripes."
In Christian county the day will be
observed and, as heretofore announc-
ed, there will be "peaking in numerous
precincts by Democratic orators
There DI no special significance in the
selection of October 27, which is the date
that has been selected by the Repul,li-
cans for their great gold parade. As a
matter of fact, the Republicans who dec-
orate on that day will have to also Ms-
Ow the likeness of their candidate for
the presidency or take the chanoes of
being °lamed with the Democrats.
In his proclamation to the public the
national chairman says:
"In view of the great effort being
made this year by the Deoiocratio party
to preserve the constitution in its integ
rity, to maintain the principles of the
declaration of Independence and to con-
tinuo the fleg of the nation as the em•
bleat of liberty and not of conquest and
aggretwion, I suggest that Saturday.
October 27, be observed by the DEITIO•
cysts throughout the laud am Flag Day,
and that, as a public declaration of
these principle', they, on :bat day, dec-
orate their homes and places of Minium
with the Stars and Stripes.
JAMES K. JONES,
Chairman Democratic National 00m -
mates."
DEMOCRATS, ATTENTION!
Or Supplementary registration
will be held in the ofil le of the
County Olerk Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, October 29, 30
and 31. If, on the regular regis-
tration day, 3 on War,' prevented
by Hines' or abeence from the city
from registering, you may regis-
ter on any one of the days named
above. If you de not register you
can not vote Nov 6 -ea
WRECK
On The L. & N. Railroad
In City Limits.
RAILROAD MEN HERE.
Mr. John W. Logsdon, superinten
dent of the Henderson division of the
L. & N., was
 in the city yesterday and the football game Saturday afternoon.
Tuesday. He is en route South on a ••` The Hopkinsville and South Kentuo-
tour of inspection. Mr. W. W. Alex- ky Oollege teams are practicing
andes, :formerly of Hopkinsville and and are in fine condition for the
There was a wreck on the Louisville
& Nashville railroad near the water
tank in the north limits of the city last
night.
About 9:90 o'olock. a freight train,
which had received orders to side track
for the Chicago passenger train, which
is due here at 9:33, entered the pawing
track on which oars are not allowed to
steed. The engine struck a oar of a
Fortunately no one was injured.
Good work was done in clearing up
the wreck, and in about an hour the
main track was open. The Chicago
train, No 94, was delayed one hour and
No 54 about 15 minutes.
Railroad officials are investigating the
matter to learn where the blame for the
wreck should be laid
Ag.
FOOTBALL SATURDAY.
now L. it N. agent at Oineannati, is
here mingling with old friends.
There should be a large attendance at
hard
000-
test
Both elevens are confident of victory.
11111AgelikIlliVriplIAMPA11%.,1 41\91./aRliikt1 ,.41/
•
• WATCH-AND WAIT FOR
• Frankel's •
: Annual Cloak & Fur Opening
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 30-31 •
•
•• loriViiIMP.rneitiVAWsi••  •••
NEW NOTARY PUBLIC.
Gov. Beckham has appointed Mr.
Walter Kelly a Notary public. His
commission metres with the end of th
next sesolos of the general assembly.
MARRIED AT MEETING.
Mr. John B. Ruder and Miss Nellie
F. Fields were married Wednesday
night. The ceremony was performed at
Wolfe's Chapel, where a revival is in
progress, just before the preacher began
his sermon.
An .Opportunity!
Tuesday and Wednesday,
October 30th & 31st:
A representative of one of the largest
Cloak and Suit Concerns in the East will
have on display about 300 styles of
CLOAKS, SUITS AND FURS AT
. .FrankelS• • •
For Two Days Only!
Don't Miss It! Get What You Want!
BILLIONS GLYNN AWLY.
It is certainly gratifying to the public
So know of one conciern in the land who
are not afraid to be generous to the nee-
dy and suffering. The proprietors of
DT King's New Discovery for Oonsump-
skin, Ooughs and ()olds have given
away over ten million trial bottles of
this great medicine, and have the sails-
faction of knowing it has absolutely
cured thousands of hopeless mese. Asth-
ma, Bronchitis, Hoarseness and all dis-
eases of Throst. Chest and Lungs are
surely oared by it. Regular sizes 50c
and $1.00. Trial bottles free at L.L. El-
in's, 0 K Wyly',, R 0 Hard wick's,
J. 0. Cook's and Anderson & Fowler s
drug stores. Every bottle entlf•Dieed Or
prim refundeJ
Let Welter A Ward clean, repair and
pr ss your fall and winter clothing.
STRANGE SEEKING
Recovery of Dying and in-
sane Man.
Henry Voutsey Is About
As Well Now As
Ever.
'Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, KY., Oct. 23 —Henry
E Youtsey, convicted as one of the
murderers of QOT. Goebel, arrived here
this morning and was elaced in
He has recovered from his recent "ill-
ness," that his friends claimed would
probably result fatally, with marvellous
rapidity.
Be walked from the back to hie cell.
There is nothing in his actions or con-
versation So indicate that he is not as
sane as he ever was.
Youteey began "recovering" yeeter-
day. Within forty-eight hours after
his trial ended he had become fully coo
scions, and yesterday morning was able
to joke about what had occurred, calling
himself Rip Van Winkle.
The physician appointed by the court
to look after the case says he is
convinced that Youteey has been ahem-
wing. This physician ia Dr. D. B. Knox
His opinion is generally accepted as true
The guards at the Georgetown jail also
say there was nothing the matter with
the prisoner.
The proncution has all along main-
tained that Youtsey was shamming,
and this was Judge Oantrill's firm be-
lief when he insisted upon bringing the
defendant into the norinhouss and forc-
ed the attorneys to proceed with the
trial
Youtsey'm awakening in apparent pos-
session of all his fasultise within less
than 48 hours attar his oouviction seems
to vindicate this position and show the
wisdom of Judge Oaalrill, who has been
subjected to so much unjust abuse and
insult during this trial
Rube McOlung killed his father-in.
law, Sam Taylor in Warren coot ty.
—o—
Youteey is now in excellent health,
and convenes with the friends who call
on him in the Frankfort Jill.
—o
The report of the United States Oom-
mlasioner of Education, just leaned,
shows that the value of school property
in Kentucky is $4,448,814.
—0—
R. D. Reynolds, who killed John 0..
lay at Henderson Saturday night with a
bung starter, was released on $3.030 bond
under a charge of manslaughter.
—o—
The miners lost out in their strike in
Bell county, agreeing to return to work
at the old scale of wages.
-o-
Mat Weighs'', of Morgarfield, acci-
dentally shot and killed himself while
bunting in Livingston county.
—o—
Damages of $1,500 were awarded A
L. Frisby in his suit for slander against
Green W. Pritchett, as Henderson.
—0--
An artillery company organized by
Dennis McNamara will be mustered in
to the PAate Guard service at Lexington.
Sixty names have been listed for the
tiompany.
—o—
Jelin R Ewing, a well-known Miami
of Georgetown, died, aged sixty-seven
years. He we. county surveyor.
—o—
John Yarbrough was ant ste I at May
field on the ohmse of se Mug fire So his
drug store.
The eight-year old du/liter of W. 8.
Adyelotte, living ode and one-half miles
from Water Valley, Graves coot ty, was
killed by a falling tree. The little girl,
in ootepany with two companioes, was
in a lot playing, when a gale of wind
came up and blew down the tree.
—o—
At Hammond's Mill, Owen county, in
• dispute over a line between their
farm, William Hammond, white, fatally
'hot William Burrows.
—o--
Robert Smith, charged with assault-
tog • thirteen-year-old child at Waver-
ly, Tenn., two weeks ago, wee arrested
at Paducah and lodged in jell, to be car-
ried beck for trial.
—o—
At a meeting of the basilicas men of
Owingsville intere- Set in building a
railroad from that town to some point OD
the Oh,. speaks & Ohl() railway, it was
shown that the right of way could be
had free of cod, and the amount of mon-
ey required by the most ruotion compa-
ny could be had for the asking
The Rev. E. H. Brookshire has tender
ed his retignst On as 'Astor of the Bar•
tea River church, in Warren coact?
He has held this pastorate for tame time,
but on account of the immersed work
Fence building the new Sewed Baptist
church in Bowling Green, he found it
necessary to give up the charge at Bar-
ron River.
A camp of the Oonfederste Veterans'
Association was organised at Winches-
terwith fot ty-two members. It is called
John S. Williams Oamp, and Oapt Le-
land Hathaway is the commanding ofil-
ow%
FRANKEL'S
ANNUAL OPENING,
DISPLAY AND SALE OF
Wraps, Coats, Jackets. Furs
Tuesday & Wednesday,
0C1r. 30 Se 31
Don't buy until you have seen
The Correct Style.
To Escape Punishment Is
Thief Alvord.
Blond Woman In Black
Figures in the
Case.
[Special to the New Era.]
NEW YORK. Oct. 25—Coruelins
L. Altore, Jr., DOS* teller of the First
National Bank of this city, who stole
$700,000, is said to be uuder surveillance
near his home in Mount Vernon. His
friend. are try tug to arrange for him to
make restitution to tbe bank of some of
the stolen money sod escape punish-
ent. It is believed he carried severalI I
hundred thousand dollars away with
him. Be covered up his shortage by
pilfering with the banks' mail of which
be had charge.
It has developed that Alvord was a
higb roller. He lived at the rate of
$200,000 a year openly, while getting a
salary of 415,000. His expenses some
times reached $900 a day, and, it is said,
he referred to his bank salary as "a
mere flea bite."
The bank officials trusted him impli-
citly and this,'with the fact that he was
able to "doctor" his books so as to de-
oeive the examiners, enabled him to
extend his stadium over a period of
severs/ years. The discovery of his
crime was made accidentally by a fel-
low employe. Alvord's defalcation is
one of the biggest in the history of flu-
'moist irstitutions here.
A woman is looming im in the oat,.
OVATION
In Philadeir hia For W. J.
Bryan.
.1/
Cheering Crowds Blocked
His Way--Forced to
flake Speech.
(flpsioial to New -Era )
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Oct 25,—A
most remarkable demonstration occurred
here this warning in honor of William
Jeoninin Bryan, e loo .topped two hours
en root • to Ne • Jersey.
The etre t around she depot was pack-
ed so full of cheering people that it took
twenty minutes to open a pauses way
for carriages.
A similar scene took plane at the hotel
when Mr. Bryan was leaving.
The clamor at the hotel for a speech
became so great that Bryan was forced
to speak from the balcony of the Times
building. As he was driven to the
steamboat be was given a continuous
ovation.
Bourke Cochran
In Cleveland,
rsposTALT. To tows. •
CLEVELAND, 0 ,001. 96 -The HOC
}Warta Oochran will speak here tonight
In interest of Bryan and Stevenson.
On his arrival hoe this afternoon Mr.
bochran was given an enthusiastic re-
ception by the Democrat', ti reception
that presages • rousing meeting tonight.
DON'T MISS IT! 31
tiZ°. Frankel's miles-dav
Display and Sale of
Wraps, Jackets, Tailor-
Made Suits and Furs.
For Two Days Only!
Tuesday & Wednesday. 9ct. 30-32
A number of persons who knew Alvord
have seen this woman frequently with
him at Saratoga and the race tracks
She was a blond, always dressed in
black and vu always veiled. Her iden-
titylaunknown. It is presumed that
Alvord spent a good deal of the money
on her.
Chief of Police Matthew has teceived
a photograph and description of the
missing teller.
Alvord is • portly man, 53 years old,
but looks younger. He la 6 feet tall,
brown hair, mixed with a little gray.
His mustache is light brown, rather
thin, and blue eyes light up, a round,
pleasant fsoe. Alvord smokes inces-
santly. Be is rather a careless dresser.
COURTS.
Wilson Seeks Bail.—Crap
Shooters.
John Wilson, former coussable at
Fruit Hill, who killed Alex Wright and
shot the lstter's father, is in jail. He
was arrested on a bench warrant issued
after an indiotment was found against
him by the grand jury at the present
term of circuit court. At his examining
trial he was released on a bond of $1,600
His attorneys have entered a motion tor
bail which will be heard on the thirty-
second day of the court, next Tuesday:
On motion of the Oommoswealth's
A tt irney the case against Alex Hopson,
charged with grand larceny was die
missed and ordered 10 be resubmitted to
the grand jury. Hopson gave bond for
his appearance.
Judge Clingier tried a gang of amp
shooters Tuesday. They were Irvin Lan
der, George Dabney, Henry Bromine. A.
Leaven and Jack Leavell, all oolowe i.
They were found guilty and each was
fined Vo and coots. They were given
time in which to pay the fines.
A OPYAT PLAY.
"Quo Vivito'," the great religiose play
which is to to presented at Holland's
opera house, Nov. 12, is evert whets
meeting with the moot pronounced sac-
cow Like the novel, iii. desoribed as
being exceedingly heavy and beautiful, i
and like Shakespeare's works, must be
closely followed to be thoroughly enjoy-
ed. It is universally admitted that II is'
impossible for anyone to sit through a
performenos of this groat play and; not
feel bettor for having witnessed
CASH TreArritim
CAN MARRY COUPLES.
Rev. B. F. Lawbern, a Method%
minister, was granted liners 901411111-
n i se the rite of matrimony.
Hustling young man can make $60 per
month and expenses. Permanent post-
%too. Experience unnecessary. Write
quick for particulars. Olark & 00., 4th
end Locust struss.Philedelphia, Pa. '13n1
Gish it Gainer's Wild Goose Lini-
ment cures rheumatism and neuralgia
Tavcsn TIN SPOT. At (inundate.
• •
7;4
• . The intelligent whiskey buyer
ought to consider the individual
-merit of the whiskey he intends to
purchase.
I• Not Buy One Because Of. Its Fancy Label, Etc.
•
1 The Stag
•
• • Private
• • Stock 4.
.. Combines more individ-
ual merit at less price than
any whiskey on the mar-
L'ket-
' Complete line of other
Akhiskies, Wines, etc., at
the
STAG LIQUOR C01,
108 S0171'H MAIN ST.,
TR HO 315. Open House Beilding.
itiviwahwthiwiwatwift.
Now Business ms
And it hums with a merry sound. I have got the goods
mod they are of the right kind. and I make prices and
larms to snit.
Newest Things Out
In Black Silks, Colored Silks for Waists, Black Drees
Goods, Colored Drees Goods, French Flannels, this
season's popular Waist Material, Snit Underwear, new
fall line for Ladies', Children's and Men's Furnishings.
Coate sad look at them.
Readv-To-Wear
Jackets, Capes, Skirts, Suits 8,nd Fur Collarettes. A
special invitation to all to call and see them.
Carpets! Carpets!
Carpets, Bugs, Mattings,Linolums and Oil Cloths. For
beet makes and prettiest patterns, be sure you see my
lino before buying.
To The Trade:
My stock is large and well assorted tin every line and
my motto is always the best at the lowest prts. Rasp.
Pr. M. Joiic
Main street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
WAPAMPRA
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WE FIT THE HARD=TaTitir
"eICICKVICK,t1
—
Mei* shape
'44"..N•rtit.;43e,,t
•
I .
.1
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allIMT7TMO
Coosstwi. ttiscrifrazonn & C.-9. MAKISIt'NEW YORK•i
A SPECIAL
E
 
INVITATION...
is extended to men who are HARD TO FIT
and think they cannot be fitted unless they
pay a tailor two prices.
E
 
Look at the
Six Men . . .
in the above cut. We carry clothes to fit
each type represented there. Give us a
trial on your fall suit or overcoat.
Andcrson
Ailotitiummtam. atimmtfivitioyamaivaik
UR SHOE SALE. I
On account of our impeartive need of more light, which the heavy
center shelving occupied by our Shoe Department cuts off, we have de-
. . .
cided to OFFER OUR PRESENT' STOCK OF SHOES Al' COST, so that
. . . 
we may remove it. We don't say that we shall not handle Shoes again
but we are compelled to haNe the light, and more room for the present,
hence we mean exactly what we say.
You can therefore save from 50c to $1.25 per pair on your fall and
winter Shoes by buying from us. Don't forget this when in need of
shoes; remember that you can save enough to buy many other needful
articles for winter apparel.
The Richards Com'y
CORNER EIGHTH AND MAIN TREETS
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EXHORTS
Parents To Lead Children
To Christ.
Talmage Draws a Lesson
From Slaughter Of
. The Princes.
WAIIIINWrear, Oct. 21.-In thls Me-
lton= ea a neglected incident of the
alibis Dr. Talmage draws some com-
piling", Iwo= 
and shows that all
arsaad us are royal natures that we
tinny help deliver. The text is II Kings
III. 3: "Jeliosheba, the daughter of
King boron, sister of Ahaziah, took
Jeash, the son Of Ahaziah, and stole
from among the king's sons which
were slain, and they hid him, even him
his nurse, In the bedchamber from
theMai. so that he was not slain.
be was with her hid in the house
thre lard ix years."
Othadmothers are more lenient with
childreali children than they
‘weee with their own. At 4o year; of
.itge if discipline be necessOry chastise-
ment Is used, hot at TO the slandmoth-
or. iselitag Opole the nil:behavior of the
,grendellild. le apologetic and disposed
confectionery for whip.
There le latidag more beautiful than
iddlidbood. Grandmother takes out her
,peeket handkerchief and wipes bet.
*spectacles and puts them on and looks
down lute the taco cif her mischievous
and rebellion descendant and saes: 9
don't Udall he meant to do it Let him
'off thiellala be responsible for his
'behave., at the !Inure." My mother,
with the second generation around her,
a boisterous crew, mkt one day: "I
suppose they ought to be disciplined.
but I- can't do it. Grandmothers are
not at to bring up grandchildren." But
hare In my text we have a grandmoth-
er of a dMfereut type.
I lave been at Jerusalem. where the
occurrence of the text took place. sad
•the whole scene cause vividly before
winle I was going mese the site ot
• the &orient temple alki elbsbing the
WOWS ot the kingle peace. Here in
the text it is old AtImlials. the royal
ainioderess. Sbe mob! to have been
liseissabie. Hee Whir was a king.
Her husband wasa king. Her son was
a Wag. And yet we find her plotting
for tb• extermination of tbe entire roy-
al family, Including ber own grand-
diadem The executioners' knives are
sharpened. The palace Is red with tbe
blood of princes and ptincesses. On all
Was ine didelie.aad hands thrown up
and stneggliesed death grellt. No mer-
cy! Ka Ile! But while the Ivory
floors of the palace run wtth earnage
aad the while land is under the shad-
ew of a great horror a fleet footed wo-
man, a clergyman's wife, Jeboebeba
by name, stealthily approaches the im-
pala nursery, seizes upon the grand-
cbilil that had somehow as yet escap-
ed aleilearre, wraps tt up tenderly but
beeta, snuggles it against her, flies
lbws Ow pekoe attire, her heart in her
ilibesat bet she be discovered In this
eseelleasiont• abduction. Get her out
et the way ae ankh you can, for she
marks a beaks, even a
kb this youthful prise
she presses Vito tbe room ot the an-
del* temple, the church of olden
time, =wraps the young,king and puts
him down, sound asleep as he is and
unconscious of the peril tbat has been
ibreatened, and there for six years be
seereted in that church apartment
Menewhile old Athallah smacks her
Ups with satistaction and thinks that
all the royal family are dead. But the
ids years exptre, and It is Um* for
piing Rash to mole forth and take
the throw and to push back Into dis-
grace sad death old Athanah.
cense te Light.
The armngewlents are all made 
for
political revolution. The military come
NW take possession of the temple,
▪ *WWI! loyalty to the boy Joash led
stead around for Ida defense. See the
tharpeattl swords and the burnished
shields! Ilverything is ready. Now
Jena, hilt affrighted at the armed
tramp of his defenders. scared at the
vociferation et his admirers. Is brought
forth in full regalia. Tbe scroll of au-
tholtY Ort in his hands, the eoronet
elf 'orpiment is put on his brow; and
the Mee dapped and waved and bus-
' red =I trumpeted. "What is that?"
said Athatish. "What is that sound
aver In the temple?" And she files to
eite,..and on her way they meet her and
4=3;ist'Why, haven't you beard? Youyou bad dais all the royal
fatally, but Jan* has came to light"
Timm the royal aneterees, frantic with
rage, stabbed bar mantle and tore it to
tatters and cried until she foamed at
' the nenth: 'glee have no right to
crews my grandma Yon have no
right to take the gereenment from my
abotildees. Tresses. treason r
While she stood there crying that the
military started for her arrest, and she
took a abort cut through a back door of
tbe temple and ran through the royal
ellaillikedtat the battleazes of the mill-
-toy on her tbe barnyard, and
tor many a day when tbe horses were
being =loosened from the chariot aft-
er drawing out young Joash the fiery
steeds would snort and rear passing
the place as they smell the place of the
corsage.
. The Kest thought I hand you from
On subject Is that the extermination
et righteousness le an impossibility.
Wham a woman is good, she is apt to
be very good, and when sbe is bad she
le apt so be very bad, and this Athaliah
was Gee ot the latter sort. She would
estaranlete the last scion of the house
et David. through wbout Jesus was to
come. There was plenty of work for
embableera and undertakers. She would
dear tin land a all God fearing and
God loving people. She would put an
and to everything that could in are
wino interfere with her imperial ere': -
fieitjoilhe gelds ber hands and sazi.:
The cripple
Who is crippled by stieldiest or defortnfty
Ileirity Imdisshrede the meaning of the
neat liog as empire.' with the
Ads et -ftioniut. Ile is not only
bele end twisted, but also racked with
es awl that
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"The woit is done. It is corn pletdy I you come 
under Its knife. tinder nil
done." Is it? In the swaddling riot:hal
of that church spume tit are wrapped
the cause of God and the cause of good
government. That is the scion of the
house of David. It Is Josh. the God
worshiping redeemer. It is booth, the
bidet of God. It is Jetta, tbe demand-
ber of Deanna Idolatry. Rock him ten-
eery, nurse him gently. Athena h. you
may kill all the Ober chlkires, but you
eannot kill him. Eternal defenses are
thrown all around Wm and this clergy-
man's wife, Jehosheba, will snatch blm
up from the palace nursery and will
run down with him into the house of , bow to pray. There will be some one
the Lord, and there sire will bele him in your class who is destined to 
corn-
for six years, and at the end of that 'mend In church or state--some C
row-
time be will come forth tor your do- 1 vreU to diseolve a parliament, 
some
throiaement and obliteration. Beethoven to touch the world's 
harp
Foos of Religion Defeated. strings, some John 
Howard to pour
Well, my friends. just as pier a fresh air in the lazaretto. 
some Flor-
botch does the world always make of eace 
Nightingale to bandage the bat-
extinguishing righteousness. Superste tie 
wounds, some Miss Dix to soothe
tjou rises up asd says, et will Just put the crazed brain, some John Frederick
an did to pure religion." Domitian Oberlin 
to educate the beeotted, some
I
slew 40,000 Christians, Diocletian alew David B
rainerd to change the Indian's
844.000 Christians. And the scythe of war wh
oop to a Sabbath song, some
persecution has been swung through John Wesley to marshal thre
e-fourths
au tee we, and tee games hewed, and , of Christendom. some John Kno
x to
the guillotine chopPed. and the Bastille I make queen
s tura pale, scene Rash to
groabed, but did the foes.of Christian- i demolish Idolat
ry and strike for the
Ito exterminate It? Did tbey exterme 1 kingdom of
 heaven. There are sieete
nate Alban, the first British sacrifice, ing In your cradl
es by night, there are
or Zwingli, the Swims reformer, or John Playing 
in your nurseries by day, Imp.-
Oldcastle, the Mitre= nobleman. or I rat gouts waiti
ng for dominion, and
whichever side the cradle they get out
will decide the destiny of empires. For
each one of those children sin and holi-
ness contend, Athalhth on the one side.
Jebosheba on the other. But I hear
people say: "What's the nee of bother-
ing children with religious instruction?
Let them grow up and choose for
themselves. Don't Interfere with their
volition." Suppose awe one had said
to Jehosheba: "Don't interfere with
that young Joash. Let hlm grow up
and decide whether he likes the palace
or not, whether he wants te be king or
not Don't disturb his volition." Je-
bosh.= knew right well that unless
that day the young king was rescued
he would never be rescued at ail. I
tell you, my friends, the resaon we
don't reclaim all our children from
worldliness is because we begin too
late. Parents wait until their children
he before they teach them the value of
truth. They wait until their children
swear before they teach them the Im-
portance of righteous convereatiort
They wait until their childreu are all
wrapped up in this world before they
tell them of a better world. Too late
with your prayers. Too late with your
discipline. Too late with your benedic-
tion. You put all care upon your chil-
dren between 12 and 18. Wby do you
not put the chief care between 4 and 9t
It is too late to repair a vessel wben It
has got out of the drydocks. It is too
late to save Joash after the execution-
ers have broken in. May God arm us
all for this work of snatching royal
souls from death to coronation.
Sablifinent et All Work.
Can you Imurine any sublimer work
than this soul saving? That was what
flushed Paul's cheek with enthusiasm,
that was what led Munson to risk his
Ufe amid Bornesian cannibals, that
was what vent Dr. Abeel to preach un-
der the consuming skies of China, that
was what gave courage to Phocas in
the third ceutury. When the military
officers came to put him to death for
Chest's sake, he put them to bed that
they might rest, while he himself went
out and in his own garden dug his
grave and then came back and said, "I
am ready." But they were shocked at
the ides of taking the life of their host.
He said, "It is the will of God that I
should die." and he stood on the mar-
gin of his own grave, and they be-
headed him. You say it is a mania, a
foolhardiness, a fanaticism. Rather
would I call It a glorious self abnega-
tion, the thrill of eternal satisfaction,
the plucking of Joash from death and
raising him to coronation.
The third thought 1 hand to you is
that the church of God is a good hiding
place. When Jehoehelta rushes into
the nursery of the king And picks up
Joash, what shall she do with him?
Shall she take him to some room in the
palace? No, for the °facial desperadoes
will bunt through every nook and cor-
ner of that building. Shall she take
him to the residence of some wealthy
citizen? No. That calzen would DOt
dare to harbor the fugitive. But she
has to take him somewhere. She
hears the cry of tbe mob In the streets,
she bears tbe shriek of the dying no-
bility. so she rushee with Joash unto
the room of the temple, Into tb• house
of God, and there she puts him down.
She knows that Athallab and ber wick-
ed assassins will not bother the temple
a great deed. They am not apt to go
very much to church, and so she eets
down Josh in the Mamie. There he
will be bearing the songs of the wor-
shipers year after year. There be will
breathe the odor ef the golden censers.
In that sacred spot be will tarry, se-
creted until the IIII years have passed
aud be come to entbronement
The Bost Indies Pia**.
Would God that we were all as wise
as Jehosbeha and knew that the chitren
of God is the best hiding place! Per-
haps our parents took us there in early
days. Tbey snatched us away from
the world and bid us behind the baptis-
mal fonta and amid the Bibles and
psalm books. 0 glorious inclosurel We
throne or a crown It permitted. But have beep breatelng
 the breath of the
sin, the old Athallah, goes forth to the golden censers all tbe 
time, and we
masencre- Murderous temptations are ' have seen the Lamb
 on the altar, and
out for tbe assassination. Valens, the 1 we have bandied
 the vials in which are
emperor, was told that there was the prayers of all 
saints, and we have
somebody in his realm who would !dwelt under the wings of the 
cheru-
I
usurp his throne and that tbe name of $ bins. Glorious inclosure! When my
the man who should be the usurper , father and mother died 
and the prop-
would begin with tbe letters T, H, 111, arty was settled up, ther
e was hardly
0, D, and the edict went forth from anything left, 
but they eodowed us
"Mk 10 ! the
 emperor's throne, "Kill everybody with a property wo
rth more than any
Imoold eiabliwe ary bed. I was . whose name begins with T. H. E, 0. ea
rthly possession, because they hid us
ow an:ft digic= itimdtb"" It." And hundreds end thoireands
 were in the temple. And when days of
agog,
wed- Vic ils leg heck hips slain, hoping toy that massnere to 
put temptation have come upon my soul I
at sesestimso would
illie. My um .m.,., but. an end to
 that one usurper. But sink have gone there for shelte
r, and when
atil"V,yteest he. I. more terrific In its denunciation. It assault
ed of eorrows I haee gone there
•Odems
. pad.; aad tm=yDiej=1, matters not how you spell your name, fo
r cornier. and there I mean to live.
THE COLLEA3E noitNED
Abdallah. the Arabian martyr, or Anne
Askew or Sanders or Creamer? Great
work of extermination they made of it
Just at the time when they thought
they had slain all the royal family of
Jesus some Joash would spring up and
out and take the throne of power and
wield a very scepter of Christian do-
minion.
Inadelity lays 9 will exterminate
the Bible," mid the Scriptures were
thrown Into the street for tbe mob to
trample on, and they were piled up In
the public squares and set on fire, and
mountains of indignant contempt were
burled on them. and learned universi-
ties decreed the Bible out of existence.
Thomas Paine said: "In my 'Age of
Reason' I hare annihilated the Scrip-
tures. Your Washington is a pusillani-
moos Cite-Irian, but I am the foe of
Bibles and of churches." Ole bow
many amaulte upoa that word! All the
hostilities that hare ever been created
on earth are not to be compared with
the hostilities against that ape book.
Said one man in his infidel desperado's
to his wife. "You must not be reading
that Bible," and be snatched it away
from ber. And though in that Bibb
was a leek of hair of the dead child-
the only child that God had ever given
thene-h• pitched Um book with Its
conteuts into the fire and etkred
with the tongs and spat on it and cars-
ed It and said, "Susan. never have any
mare of that damnable stuff here."
Iinemlea et tkot Bible steeted.
How tinny individual and organized
attempts have teen made to extermi-
nate that Bible? Have its enemies
done It? Have they exterminated the
American Bible society? Have they
exterminated the British and Foreign
Bible society? Have they exterminat-
ed the thousands of Christian insettu-
dons whose only object it is to multi-
Ply Melee of the Scriptures and spread
them broadcast around the world?
They lave exterminated until instead
of Geo or two copies of the Bibb In our
houses we have eight or ten, and we
pile them up in the corners of our Sab-
bath school rooms and send great box-
es of theus everywhere. If they get on
as well as they are now going on lin the
watt et extermination, I do not know
bat that our children may live to see
the millennium. Yea, if there should
come a time of persecution in which sh
the kaown Bibles of the earth should
be destroyed. all these lamps of life
that blase In our pulpits and in our
families Illthigulabed. In the rer7 day
that Infidelity and sin should be hold-
ing jubilee over the univereal extinc-
tion there would be in some closet of a
bsci. woods church a secreted copy of
the Bible, and this Joash of eternal lit.
erature would come out and come up
and take tbe throne, and the Athallah
of infidelity and persecution would fly
out the back door of the palace and
drop her abatable carcass under Lb*
boots of the borses of the kingh sta-
bles. You =mot exterminate Ohre-
tia any! Yea tenant kill Jamb!
The 'mond thought I hand you from
my subject is tLat there are opportuni-
ties in which we may save royal life.
You hbow that profane history Is re.
pieta witb stories of strangled mon-
archs and et young princes wbo have
been put oat of tie way. Here is tbe
story of a young king saved. How bee
hoeimba, the ciergymea's wits, most
have trembled as she rushed into the
imperial nursery aad snatched up
J9lish! How she bushed him lest by
hie cry be hinder the escape! Fly with
him. Jebosbebal You hold in your
arms the num of God and good
elleneent Fan, and be is slain. Suc-
ceed, and you turn the tide of the
word's history in the right direction.
It seems as if between that young king
and his assassins there is nothing but
tbe frail arm of a woman But. why
should we spend our time is praising
this bravery of expedition when God
asks the same thing of you and liatt1
All around us the imperiled children ot
a great king. Tbey are born of Al-
mighty parentage and will come to a
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no singed) liver can be cured by Was the ball thin hrt G. B Steadman
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It caused horrible takers that no treat- At Cadiz, Ky., has bee
n replaced by a
meat helped for 20 years Then Buck- larger and finer edifice Pro. IC. Mc-
sword, eader Its doom, =leo there be
Dame netuipotent relief brought to the
rescue. But, biassed be God. there ft
such a thing as delivering a royal soul.
Who will snatch away Joash?
Reelatin the Children.
This afternoon in your Sabbath
school class there will be a prince of
nod, some one who may- yet ieign as
king forever before the throne. There
will be some one in your class who has
a corrupt physical inheritance. There
will be some one in your class who has
a father and mother who do not know
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1German Syrup." It not only heals and
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I want. like iota to stay Mtn tore.
nation.
0 men of the world outeide them
betrayed. caricatured and cheated of
the world. why do you not come in
through the broad. evide open door ef
Ch.istian e. :eeinnion? : lsh I could
act the part of eels, today and
steal you 'rely friar your perils and
hide you in the tempi . How few of
us appreciate the fact that the church
of God is a hiding place. There are
Inany people who put the church at so
low a mark that they begrudge It ev-
erything, even the few dollars they
give toward it. They make no sacri-
fices. They dole a little out of their
surplueage. They pay their butcher's
bill, and they pay their doctor's bill.
and they pay their landlord, and they
pay everybody but the Lord, and they
come In at the last to pay the Lord in
his church and frown as, they tiny -
"There, Lord. tt la. Send me a receipt
in full end don't bother me soon
again!" There is not more than on,.
man out of a thormand that appreciates
what the church is. Where are the
souls that put aside one-teuth for
Christian institutions - one-tenth of
their Income? Where are these who,
having put aside that one-tenth, draw
upon it cheerfully? Why, it is pull and
drag and hold on and grab and clutch,
and giving is an affliction to most peo-
ple when it ought to be an exhilaration
and a rapture. Oh, that God would re-
model our souls on this subject and
that we might appreciate the house of
God as the great refuge! If your chil-
dren are to come up to lives of virtue
and happiness, they will come up under
the shadow of the church. If the
church does not get them, the world
will.
Open the Chore\ Doors.
Ah, when you pass away-and it will
not be long before you do-when you
pass away, It will be a satisfaction to
see your children in Christian society.
You want to have them sitting at the
holy sacraments. You want them min-
gling in Christian associations. You
would like to have them die In the sa-
cred precincts. When you are on your
dying bed. and your little ones come up
to take your last word, and you look
into their bewildered faces, you will
want to leave them under the church's
benediction. I do not care how hard
you are, that is so. I said to • man of
the world: "Your son and daughter are
going to join our church next Sunday.
Have you any objections?" "Bless
you," be said, "objections? I wish all
my children belonged to the church. I
don't attend to those matters myself. I
know I am very wicked. But I aw
very glad they are going, and I shall
be there to see them. I am very glad.
sir; I am very glad. I want them
there." And so, tbough you may hare
been wanderers from God and though
you may have sometimes caricatured
the church of Jesus, it is your great de-
sire that your sons and daughters
should be standing all their lives with-
in this sacred inclosure.
More than that. You yourself will
want the church for a hiding place
when the mortgage is foreclosed. whcs
your daughter, jute blootning into wo-
manbood, suddenly clasps her hands in
a slumber that knows no waking;
when the gaunt trouble walks through
the parlor and the sitting room and the
dining hall and the nursery, you will
want some shelter from the tempest.
Ah. some of you have been run upon
by misfortune and trial. Why do you
not come into the shelter?
I said to a widowed mother after she
had buried her only son-months after
-I said to her, "How do you get along
nowadays?' "Oh," she replied, "I get
along tolerably well except when the
sun shines." I said, "What do you
meek by that?" when sbe said: "I can't
bear to see the sun shine. My heart Is
eo dark that all the brightness of the
eatural world seems a mockery to me."
O darkened soul! 0 broken hearted
man, broken hearted woman! Why do
you not come into the shelter? I swing
It from wall to walL Come in! Come
in! You want a place where your trou-
bles shall be interpreted, where your
burdens shall be unstrapped, where
your tears shall be wiped away.
Church of God, be a hiding place to
all these people! Give them a seat
where they can rest their weary souls.
Flash some light from your chande-
liers upon thelr darkness. With some
soothing hymn bush these griefs. Oh.
church of God, gate of heaven, let me
go through It! All other institutions
are going to fail but the church of God
-its foundation is the Bock of Ages.
Its charter is for everlasting years, its
keys are held by the universal Proprie-
tor, Its dividend is heaven, its presi-
dent is God!
Ors se thy troth Mali Lot,
To Eke Moil be gives
Tin highest glories oanh can yield
And brighter bliss of heaven.
God grant that all this audience, the
youngest, the eldest, the worst, the
best, may and their safe and glorious
hiding place where Joaah found it-in
the temple!
(Copyright. IPB, by Leeds Coon* N. T.)
• Farmer's Bulletin.
James Jackson, a farmer of L1nn
county, Kau., has placed a signboard
at his gate on the road. On this board
are painted his name, the name St his
farm, "Jackson Farm," and the direc-
tion and distance to Chantllly, his poet-
office. Below this he MO a blackboard
on which he may write what he lute
for sale. He says that he has sold one
horse and two cows and calves since
the erection of his signboard. and be
thinks the quick sales were the results
of this advertising.
A Bard Winter?
Some of our weather prophets are al-
ready predicting a bard winter. They
say the hornets have built their nests
very high, tbe corn husks are tough
and the beans are all at the top of the
vines. All these, they say, are state
signs that the winter will be very se-
vere.-Uniontewn Genius.
TSB IliaT BABY.
Re Coming is Looked Forward to
With Both Joy and Pear and its
Safe Arrival is Hailed With
Pride and Delight by An.
The arrival of the first baby In the
household is tbe happiest and most im-
portant even t of married life. The young
wife who is to become smother delights
to think of the happiness in store for her
when the little one shall nestle upon her
breast and bitterly she shall bear It Hap
the sweet and holy name, "mother."
But her happy anticipation quickly van-
illas' when she realises the terribk pain
and suffering through which eh* must
peas while bringing the little one into
the world. An indescribabie Icor of the
=sonsii
tasedant upon the ordeal soon
bar joyfulness.
iliouseads of women have learned
by saperimaso that there is absolutely
no neeemity foe the sulerinp which at-
tend ehild-birth ; they know that by
the use ot "Mother's Frienti"-a scien-
tific, liniment-for a few weelui before
the trying hour, expectant mothers can
so prepLre themselves for the final
hour that tbe pain and suffering of the
dreaded event are entirely obviated and
it is safely pained through with eons-
paratively little discomfort.
All women are interested, and es-
pecially expellant mothers who for the
first time have to undergo this trial, in
such a remedy ; for they know the pain
and suffering, to say nothing of the dan
ger, which is in rore for them. "Moth
er's Friend'. is woman's greatest bles-
sing, tor it takes her safely through the
severest ordeal of her life. Every woman
should be glad to read the little book
"Before Baby is Born," which contains
information of great value to all. Ii
will be sent free to any one who sends
their address to The itradfloki Mega
lator Co., Atlanta,
••••••49.199
Oorns, Skin Eruptions BM, Pile
faculty. Tuition free to all. With a
DOE8 IT.PA 1 TO HUY OHICAP?
A cheap remedy for coughs and oolds
Is all right, but you trent something
that will relieve and M,e the more ps-
sere and dangerous tenni of throat
and lung troubles. What shall you do?
Go to a warm and more regular climate?
Yes, if possible; if not possible for you,
then in either ease take the ogee remit.
dy that has been introduced in all civi-
lized countries with success in severe
!stimulates the tissues to destroy the
Oars os soma. (Nay 36 coos a variety tif courses of study
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ACTOR
rlarries A Pretty Hof, kins.
yiile Girl.
rliss Nella Connell And E.
L. A eston. The Tenor,
Wedded.
4
Miss Nene Oonnell, of this oity, at.d
Mr. Edward L. Weldon, the leadiug tee
or of the Olympia Opera Oompatny which
recently played a week's engegemeist
here, were joined iu re. taw, Islet we. k
at Montgomery, Ale he Montgomery
Advertiser say a :
A marriage around w hien a tinge of
romance was eutwined took place at she
residence of De A J. Lanier. on Ohorch
Street, yesterday eft-lemon at 2 o'clock,
when Mr Z L. Weston was united in
marriage to Miss Nelot Oonnell
Mr Weeton is the principal tenor of
the Olympia Opera 0 Impiety, which is
playing an engsgem. sit at Ma Donald's
thereto . Connell resoles iu Hop
kirus• Ky
It was drilla ilt foe Mr Weston to g. t
away from his theatrical duties, and
Miss Cornell came here to meet him.
She arrived in the city on • delayed
train from the north yeeterday and ini
medietely after her arrival the couple.
aroompaniad by Prof George F bin-
Donald, who acted as best man, drove
to the residence of Dr. Lamer, where
the ceremony took place
••••
OLD NEGRO A LUNATIC.
BUCKSKIN BILL'S MEN BUSTE
D.
_
Penniless and UM the Charity of Pad..
cab People.
About 100 employes of Buckskin Bill's
Wild West show, owned by Terrell
Woe , are in Paducah pennilees The
show closed at Knoxville, Tenn , Sat-
urday, aud left fifty or more people
there
They all claim salary of a month or
longer, which the owners have Wise to
pay, claiming they have no money.
Suits aggregsting $1,000 have been flied
against the oonoern in the Magistrates'
court at Paducah.
GRACEY COUPLE MARRIED.
From Main rd.', '01wily.
Yesterday morning Mr. I. H Shaffer,
the I 0. depot agent at (3racey, and
Miss Wilmont Callon, of the same plare
were married in Paducah. Tbe mar-
liege was DO elopement, as the bride
had the written consent of her parents
Soon after the marriage, they left on the
forenoon train for (Iracey.
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Real Estate.
A beautiful home; two story brick
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath room
with bath fixtures aud all modern oon•
veniences; everything new and in ex•
nellent repatr; bongo piped for water
and gas, and wired for electricity ; good
oeller, cistern, stable and all other
neoessary outbuildings ; nice shade trees.
Martha Lee, an old negro woman, who is property will he sold at a bargain.
The season of the year when people
has been in the city for a number want to buy real estate is at hand, and
years, was tried in the,oircuit corset and we invite those who want to buy or sell
to consult this column.
adjudged to be a lunatic. Officers Har-
dy and Bennett took her to Hopk 'nay isle
-0 wenaboro Messenger.
This preparation stands unequaled as
a complexion beautifier. Removes
freckles, tan, pimples and unnatural
redness of faoe and hands. Littell's
Liquid Sulphur Ointment is entirely
free from willow. and disagreeable
More. Littell's Liquid Sulphur Otne•
ment ie an invaluhble remedy in the
treatment of all skin diseased, open
*Wee, chafed parts, burns, acalde and is
especially recommended for use after
shaving. .It is 'soothing, antiseptic and
healing. For sale by Anderson &
Fowler. druggists, Hotel Lathan'. wit
ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED.
-
J. 0. Johnson has been appointed ad
miniatrator of the estate of Jas. W
Boyd, deceased, with Monroe Boyd as
surety. H. 0. Myers, J. W. Milts an-I
F. Morris were named as appraisers.
J. T. Walker was made administrator
of F. N. Oooper's eetate, Sheriff J J.
Barnes being his surety. H T Fruit,
L. R. King and R L. Woodburn are the
appraieers,
TO THE FARMERS OF CHRISTIAN AND
ADJOINING COUNTIES.
You have a chyme.' to get one of our
D. id Osborto & Oo , celebrated ma-
chines for nothing, by calling at their
office and getting one of their gueseiog
cards. Free to all None but farmers
oan get a Gard Office. opposite Mein-
tire's stable. Virginia street.
W2t 0. D JAOKMAN.
GOES TO TRENTON.
_ _
Mr. Thomas Treiber!), of Hopkinsville
so we are inform. d he Manager France,
has bought an half interest in the stock
of drugs of the Trenton Drug Oo , aud
will be here on November let, to take
the position of pharmacist. He is a
young man about twenty-four years of
age, arid has had eight years' experience
as a pima& ist.-Todd °minty Dome-
oral.
FIRE FARM FOR SALE
hell Adapted te Agriculture or Med Raising
Being desirous of changing my hue.-
Mess, I offer for sale my farm 4 =lee
Eat of Orofton, containing 300 acres.
known as the
RICE DULIN HOMESTEAD ;
is in the highest state of cultivation min
ham all the necessary improvements.
There are 3 tubaceo barn., stables for
35 head of stock, eow-otheds, tool sheds,
2 granaries, corn crib 2 tenement houses
good ice house etc. 200 aeries in cultiva-
tion and 100 in timber. 65 sores seed-
ed in clover and timothy. Th.-re are 7/i
scree for wheat this fall. The farm ta
6 miles of coal convenient to
schools and churches. Finely situated
for stock raising Stock fires are never
troublesome in this heighborbood. Will
sell at a bargain. Gash arid balance
to suit the purohasser.
hi. V. DUL1N, Crofton.°
JUST A COINCIDENCE.
-- -
A Ks me or•rr, spotoient P r lett :
"Mr. John Yelond spoke here to the
Republicans Thursday Might.
'41 ausbody stole thirty chickens
Thursday night from Afr. Clardy'. plum
in this vicinity "
---
Sulphur is known to the medical pro-
fession as an invaluable therapeutic
agent in all blood and skin diseases.
Litton's Liquid Sulphur Is a clear solu-
tion of Disrelved Sulphur with all its
medicirsal arid hygienic qualities retain-
ed. Littell's Liquid Sulphur Remedies
cure say skin disease on earth.
Stops Itching Instantly, whether caused
from Prickly Heat, Hives, Nettle Rash,
Polon Ivy, Bite, Sting or the most ag.
graveled came of skin di . For sale
by Anderson & Fowler, druggists, Ho-
tel Latham wtf
- - - 
Mr. Yerkes thinks it would be a very
bad sort of man is ho would say whether
or not he would grant a pardon before
the oase came to him in due order
waa properly investigated by him
yet Mr Yerkes is running on an
dominant of bhp record of a man
and
And
in-
who
issued pardons before the cases w,Are
even triPti
Littell's Liquid Sulphur Soap redeem,
to a minimum the danger of contracting
contagious disease. For the toilet and
bath it is without an equal. It is rapid•
ly acquiring first place in the favor of
all who nee it as an ineomparable shay
ing soap. 10 Oent For sale by An.
derson & Fowler, druggist's, Hotel La-
ham wtf
We have excellent facilities for con-
ducting the businees and will advertise
property put into our hands free if
charge, and will furnish prospectiee
customers conveyance to look at prop-
erty Without cost to them. Come to see
us if you want to sell, it costa you noth-
ing if you fail.
We have the following Florida lands
that we will sell at low price or ex•
change for farming land in this sachet. :
Mil acres in Paseo county, 120 acres in
Pasco ooanty, 900 acres in Hernando
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro couu-
ty One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the flume yellow Ore.
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make rurpeti•
tine. For further description, etc., Des
OS.
One of the most desirable horses in
the city for boarding house; neutrally
located, convenient to business and de-
pots, within one square of Main St.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles from
Bennettetown, Ky. Good hones 3
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobacco barn, good frame stable 18130
feet, 40 acres is fine timber, good level
land and a desirable nom oonvetnent
so schools and churches and on good
road.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad street., 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. Obese and on rea-
sonable terms.
Stock of goods, stove house and resi-
dence for sale at good town on L. & N.
R. R. First-class paying business, niee
location. good neigbborhood, churches
and schools convenient, residence 8
ro ms, water works and modern im-
provements, ten acres of nice groued
with residence, good reasons for selling.
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house sect all necessary outbuildings,
good ammo and occhazdo Tao aczeauf
land sojoining South Kentucky College,
$1,500.iZ'ill sell this place at low price
aud on y terms.
Elegant two story residenoe on cor-
ner of 14th and Campbell streets, fronts
82ki feet on Oempbell street by 185 feet
to alley, house ho 8 rcoms and all 'ne-
cespary outbuildings, nice shade trees,
floe garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 scree of ground, house 6 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry bowie. carriage
house, milk house, etc., everything in
good repair. Complete set of farming
implements go with the place
Good farm 228 scree, on Nashvills
road, 7 miles from Hopkineville and 8
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 room., good well, 2
large new barns, stables aud grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low pries
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
135 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
Isom barns and other out buildings
price $6 per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main aud
lot streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep House haa 'wiz rooms,
good cistern, stable and neceesary 00
buildings. l'cr sale.
The Lindsay& Mill property, em
ins a burr mill for grinding both ooro
and wheat, two good residences, twt.
cisterns and all necessary oetbuildinga
and 30 acres of lard, situated on Little
River, on a line between Christian and
Trigg counties. near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be sold at a low prioe and
on reasonable terms.
acres of fine land just outside toll-
gate on Palmyra road. $65 per acre.
8 tracts of land near Bennettetown,
about 300 acres; Will be oonverted into
2 or r tracts. Sold on easy terms.
A nioe cottage on 4th St., four rooms
ard kitchen, porch, good ont-houses and
cistern, price $1100.
Two good residence iota on Main St.
HOpkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant iota on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ,ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms,
porobes, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front trees, Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 115 sem of land,
on good public road, in one of the best
neighborhoods in South Ohristian. con-
Yemen% to posteffice, ashools and
ehurches, in a high state of cultivation,
ivied 'swelling 5 rooms tied hall, one
large Whew° barn, good stables and
oow house*, 2 new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fenee, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
beetles and atrawberries, plenty Of OS-
ler, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful violent token Walnut
street.
400 scree of desirable fuming land hi
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Price $5.00 per acre.
Fine farm of 285 sores in neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great batiste.
le6 acres of land near Clarksville
pike, 3 miles from HopkinolUe. $40
per acre. Very desireable.
Very desirable euburban residebos.
house s two stories, 8 moms, new aod in
good vele about 7 acres of land, jun
°alai". the city Mos on one of the best
litres
A nice residence at ()silky, Ky. boo
of 10 aerell, six room cottage and twt
room office in yard ;good servants holm,
large good ice hoes*, large stable and
carriage house and all necessary opt
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern ;
convenient to depot, achool and churcb;
6 tulles from .Hopkinsville with good
dpikdeloonesarriolyo tfhoer ws hd00lesordts. twice. Spien-
A two story cottage on South Oamp-
bell St., lot 70:186 feet,fivo bed rooms,
sitting rocm, dining room, kitchen, look
room and four porches, on first floor ;
four bed rooms, two lumber rooms and
a sewing room; on second floor ; also
splendid dry cellar 18x14 feet with brick
mhoepneeatiy;
meant.h.ouse, kindling house and servant
aosohwuoalpertoeulseh.i.0;nTdotEur. Ro nMeq:ecestS - Ogo n noes it oht a ri d den f. ec rao a sp e dyi h , NU-
dmittAlioinnitoe.16.-gda4n. t off 150 acres on Cioe
.Wiailbi lieln:uses.pgroravnednalur y 1: gt. , ocolaRdr.ndsrowalnianendildiHartionill 1:nktfiecinnefseee°°Toosimiaryles:;
sers E sz) Glass, who has been visit- OnVeaolftlathbleebsest4rbuTinmessonlootaioins Mit:144.16e
lag Mrs. Van (nein, in Paducah, return. city.
sel hOme yesterday.
OFFICERS
Who Will Conduct The
Coming Election
-t
hoard Of Commissioners
Completed Their Work
At 6ne Session.
The Board of Election Oommisaioners
for Christian coaxal', conenstiug of 0. 11.
Ille•cham, chairman; Isaac Chinon,
secretary ; and Curtis A. Brasher, have
made out the list of election officlrs fer
the twenty-eight precincts of the °minty
The board met at one o'clock Friday
afternoon and finished their work before
throe. There was wane)), any friotton.
Both the Democratic and Republican
parties were given exactly even repre-
sentation in all the precincts. No Brown
Democrats were socepted, bat twenty
netboes were appointed to serve am of-
flows.
The complete list follows:
HOPKINSVII LE, NO. 1
J H Eggleston and W D Zuntojadgeo ;
R (lark, clerk ; Ben 0 Boyd, sheriff.
HOPIEDISVILLE, NO. 2.
W T Vattghan and W A Wiley,
judges ; N Leader. Nark; El /I
Harrison. sheriff.
HOPKINEIVILLK, NO.
J D Morris and Mo J Derts, judges;
H W Breathitt, clerk ; A 11. Cooper,
sheri ff.
HOPKINSVILLE, NO, 4.
F H Basun and Johnson Major, ceal
judges; H M Dalton, clerk; J 13 Dade,
sheriff.
OONOORD, NO 5
W H Salter and W R Fuller, judges;
F H Ford, col , clerk ; L L Nichols,
sheriff.
PALMYRA, NU 6
R W Ware and L Oampbeltjudges;
Edgar Renshaw, clerk ; T L Morrow,
sheriff.
LONGVIEW, NO 6.
W W earrOtt earl Wash Honk., en' ,
jadges; It U Kelly. clerk ; T P Johnson,
sheriff
BEVERLEY, NO. 8
0 N Rives and Nelson Long, c.d.,
judges; John K Alsj -sr, clerk ; Deldert
'Nyco, sheriff.
CASEY. NO 9,
N T Watson, and Ed Toney, colored.
judge.; Matt F Winfree, clerk ; Sylves-
ter Leaven, ool„ sheriff.
GORDONFIELD, NO 10.
William Cloud and James Pesy, col.,
judges; Peyton Gardner, ool , clerk ; JO
Jenkins, sheriff.
SOU nit PEMBROKE. NO 11.
W A Radford and Tom Ware, eel ,
judges; Ben J Garnett, eters; Lawson
Major, col., sheriff.
BRENT'S SHOP, NO. 12
W hi Wolfe and Geo B Starling,
judges; J B Walker, clerk ; Major
Brown, col., sheriff.
NEWSTEAD, NO. 13
D Jones and Jacheon Clox, col ,
judges; T Stowe, clerk ; Geo Gray,
ooiored, sheriff.
GRACEY, NO. 14.
George Wilson and Charles Smith,
judges; John X Wood, clerk ; T J Wall,
NORTH PEMBROKE, NO 115.
A 0 Daftly and J W Oros, judges;
John Ohilton, tilers ; Anthony Ware,
col., sheriff.
EDWARDS' MILL, No 16
W A Reed and W H Brumfield,
judges; W 0 Cook, clerk ; Joe Berry,
col , sheriff.
PERRY'S SCHOOL HOUSE No 17.
J R King and 8 T Freda. judges; W
R Elliott, clerk, John B Everett, sheriff
LAPAYEI"IE No 18.
J Regulate endWin Edwards, col ,
judges; Walter Garner. clerk' Henry
Jordon , eel., sheriff.
BENNETTSTO NN No 19
R 0 Pace •nd Gus Miles. lodges; 0 8
Coleman, clerk ; Charles Killebrew, ool ,
sheriff.
HOWELL No 80.
T F' Clardy and Dow Hopper, ool
judges; la A Littlefield, clerk ; Ste-
gar, sheriff.
WEST CROFTON No 21
A B Long and Y 0 °nett, judge*,
Frank Oamebell, clerk ; J R Shelton.
sheriff.
EAST'S SOHOOL HOUSE No 32.
Fillmore Smith and Reed Renshaw.
jaages; W Lewis, clerk , in Witty,
sheriff.
BAINBRIDGE No 23
• P Pool,and Joe is Turner, judges
Goo Bryant clerk ; W ()Rawls, shsr.f.
LANTRIP'S No 34
J'N Mirphy and D 13 Fowler, judges;
W A White, clerk ; E W Oampbell,
sheriff
EAST CROP fON N o 24
S Dalin ansi A B ()rift, judges; W
E Grayt-CleFir Jeilau Bexley. 'beta
BLUFF SPRINGS No Si.
F B hicUown and L W Henderson,
Wee.; David Smith, clerk, Geo
Barnes, sheriff,
)00WOOD CHAPEL No V.
W T Oavanaogh and E Barna,
judge*: J '1' Walker, clerk ; T Myers,
slieriff
BAKER'S MILL, No 28.
Jap N Sisk and J B brown. judges;
L H Ray, clerk ; d J Wiusett, sheriff.
P... '44 0.%••••••••)••
1 It's the I..ame LegLltt• eves the Feet A eh. u Is no
stronger teal au. skeet link. For
4:411.1 WA 'Memo that see.. ling
• because Lel Lan, try
Jobasee's Belladonna Plasters.
phrase, they "stuck out"
the soreness e.id pain. Look for
the i othere bear that
.4.71 It metes exaellence .4- phis.
JOHINSoN JOLNIION,
illanutto hiring Chemists, Now York.
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,ow Away Those
rNDoubtsz-'
..VOU CAN'T
DOUBT
•
When you see our magnificent
line of NEW FALL AND WINTER
GOODS. You are bound to find rea-
sons why you should buy of us by *
simply looking at either the quality
or the price.
Every Quality and Grade is a
Warrant of Excelknce.
Every Price is an Object Lesson
in the Economy of Buying.
SUCH COMPLETENESS in every
department of the best and newest
goods is timely and tempting proof
that we are prepared to give perfect
satisfaction to the most critical buy-
er of Men's and Boys' Clothing,
Shoes, Hats, etc.
JITIWALL&CO.
MONUMENT'S, TOMBSTONES
All kinds of Cemetery Work
IS tound at our shop at the
Satisfaction in every particular. Your ortlers aro
earnestly s. • I icited
CALL AND GET PRICES. Tows Tislv,
W. H. SHANKL1N.
Seventh and Virginia St., Bopkinsville, Ry.
LOWEST PRICES
Watts Richards& Co
Spot Cash Dealers in
STAPLE AND FANCY DRY GOODS, UNDERWEAR,
SHOES, ETC., ETC.
are now at their
New Quarters,
No. 103, South Main,
(House formerly occupied by the
Royal Dry Goods Co 1
Mow Stoolvi Aftolim UM,
Od01 ILLINO ITSH CRE0NuToRHA R.R.Sleeping Car Service
Dyspepsia Cure,1 Cincinnati and Louisville to
Digests what you eat.
Nature In strengthening and lull&
It artificially digests the food and akall HOT spRINGS
structing the ethausteci digestive Ot•
gans. lt, is the latest discovered digest-
ant and tonic. No other 'reparation Arkansas
, Via Memphis
can approach it in efficiency. It in-
stantly relieves and permanently cures
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
' Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Naus04
Sick Headache, Gastraigia CrampsaM,
all other results of imperfect digestion.
Malec. and $1. Large sass contains tn times
mall else Book all shoot dyspepsia malladfree
Prefart. by t- C. DeWitt a CO, Otsego
Through sleeplug-ear reservations can
now t).. swell rod froni Cincinnati and Louis-
vill ft.t. Central to Hot Sprint.
via Hemp'''. on Its New °demos leattlea,
leaving Cincinnati daily at 6:01 p. m.. Lea.
SAS I he next afternoon. It carries Put mita
i•ville at 5:411p. ni. reaching Hot 
pri"P"
sleeping oar And tree reclining chair Oar
Cincinnati to hewer IC and sleeping ear
and 0011E11 r us pbts to Hot spring,
Through resew% ationst`i ncl ttnati and Lea-
isviiis to Hot Springs can also be weaved
on the "Special," leaving Cincinnati 8:16 a.
iold by R. C. Hardwick en. and Loutevine nen p.m. daily, arrivingat Hot Springs the next morning.
 Sleeping car froln Cincinnati, also mach
- from I Aiutsville to Memphis. Sleeping car
TIME
TABLE
Bffeotive Sunday
June 94th, 1800
LiciVelli MOTs twerrILLA.
No.
daily
Lv:Hqp strut it:Males
AI, rrinetIs 41:00 a m
Ar Benison 9:11) a na
• Bv'vtlie ..le:10 a m
• Prin'ton 9:le a m
• Louislile AI p„ai
... .
Prin'ton II:01 a En
Ar Padsose tat
Ar Memphis
Ar New Orleans
No. Me. No. Soo, At
daily daily
II:40 a m 6:11i p Es
iros pie 7: ni
41. pm
&Op re
11d. p
6:411p
2:150p m
4:15 p In
10:40 p
iotOF n.
No. all Arrives at llopkInsvIthe. ala
NONNI Arrives at Hopei c polite, 4:90 p. tet
No.111 Arrives at Hopkiusville,"1/11 p
K. K. Sesaw000, Art
HopkinavUle, Ky
W. A. KILLOND, a. Ci. P. A ,
Lneteville.
Memphis to Hot Springs.
Shim Car Sento Ea mite
A Special folder of this new service as well
as full particulars ooncerning the above eau
be b od of agents of the Moods Central sad
etre necling lines.
W. A. P. A Louisville
A. H., H Alf SON, O. P.A. Chicago.
Nasal
CATARRH
In all ha dope there
should be Hem:illness,
Elyos Cream -Balm
cleansea,soothee and tt,.ftle
the diseseed nienitornee.
It cares ,atarrii and dr i es
away Cold in the Mod
qaiekly.
Cream Bolas is passe WA 161 =Mk spreads
ever the Mienheame set ateeeteL Mate ns-
wediatemeatere hoses. his sie apher-aese
est preemie sesseles, Loge SINN m masa Dreg.
gasser to moll; bid Pm, II Nob le
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, by all druggists in the world. For sale
, Co* asil /Indium it Yowler, driginglo kai jusgioigy y dreggists in all civilised oountries .
oze
WIRTILIZ & Ylf1111W. Padooah, ars visiting ia osw.
•
•••";.- "Oei•Ol „*.•`•41-It'l
-
MONEY TO
Mr. and Mrs Matt L. Wilkeram, of FOR SALE-
My farm on the Casaia Nesse mourity.
pike. wit .102 1111iLla & sem
• et • a:.•
.'
..te• eV,. •
••••
LOAN--Os good reel
Apply le BMW Wood
...1411001.11,L".
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